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-Thi.s research examined the feasible and e·f fecti ve 
~ap_·p-lications of electronic spreadsheet software in Industrial 
Engineering field. Twelve areas were discussed and one of them, 
manpower projection and planning, was implemented. Their 
implementations will help Industrial Engineers handle their 
routine jobs and do project studies. This surely raises th& 
p.ro<i-uctivity of Industrial Engineering activities. 
.. 
~o design templates of these applications suitable fo~ ~ll 
the .companies will be difficult because different companies may 
use different kinds of forms for the same application~ 
Nevertheless, the deyelopment of these applications is so easy 
that every company should be able to develop the applic:a·t:-ion:s. 







A spreadsheet or worksheet is any form used to tabulate the 
ihformation that has been collected for further analysis or 
calculation. There are many spreadsheets used frequently by 
everyone in daily life, either at home or at work. For example, 
most people have the habit of recording financial transactions in 
> 
regard to their personal account. And at the end of each period, 
they may want to know what they spend most of their money on or 
11 other information. These questions usually can be easily 
answered after a simple calculation or analysis because the scale 
. 
of the problem is small, and the number of records is few. On 
the other hand, many spreadsheets used in the big organizations 
are quite complex. They generally will take considerable time to 
process. And errors are always unavoidable just because of th,e 
complicated calculation involved. For information used for 
decision making, such as financial reports, the cost of these 
errors may be very high. Hence to shorten process time and to 
prevent errors, electronic spreadsheet software was developed. 
Since then, the applications of electronic spreadsheet in 
business and finance have been seriously examined and developed 
[ 1]. Accountants and other business professionals use the 
electronic spreadsheet extensively to assist in the decision-
making process. Its applications in other areas are also being 




2. Electronic Spreadsheet 
Electronic spreadsheets are a group of software packages to 
al.low users to create a worksheet, gridsheet or any other table 
of information, using the memory of the computer as th·e pencil 
and paper. With the computer controlling the entry of data, 
providing a comprehensive memory, and performing arithmetic, the 
preparation of a spreadsheet is faster and more accurate than if 
·;it were prepared by hand. The first electronic spreadsheet, 
Visicalc, was the brainchild of Dan Bricklin and a major cause of 
the micro-computer explosion of the early 1980s. 
Since the development of Visicalc, a nuinber of electronic 
spreadsheets either for mainframe computers or micro-computers 
have been developed. The information available in the DATAPRO 
DIRECTORY will give a clear idea of how abundant they are in the 
market. These softwares will become more sophisticated as more 
features are built into them. 
Generally speaking, electronic spreadsheet software provides· 
commands to perform tasks that would barely be feasible if on.e 
were developing the spreadsheet by hand: 
1. Commands such as PRINT, SAVE, RETRIEVE, COMBINE, MOVE, 
COPY, and GOTO may be executed with immediate results. 
2. Any number of copies of th~ spreadsheet (either wh·o.l.e ::or· 
partial) can be printed out. 
3. The developed spreadsheet can be saved on a diskette; a 
previously saved spreadsheet can be retrieved from diskette or 
combined with other spreadsheets in the computer; information in 
the spreadsheet can be moved, copied and manipulated in any 
, 
number of ways within the computer memory; and any location in. 
the spreadsheet can be accessed immediately. 
.. 
4. "What if" questions concerning the information can be 
·asked and answered quickly and easily. 
s. If a change is made to a numerical entry, all formQia.$. 
that use that value are automatically recalculated. 
For more sophisticated packages, other advanced features are 
added for expanding their capability. Lotus 1-2-3 provides an 
example of such features: 
1. Database-management feature 
A 1-2-3 database is a cell range consisting of one or 
more columns and ~t least two rows. The first row contains field 
names. Each subsequent row of the database is a record. The 
qommon data management operations that 1-2-3 can deal with 
include searching for a particular record, sorting records 
alphabetically, chronologically, or by other criteria, and 
locating all records that satisfy certain conditions. The 
software also offers some statistical functions for numeric 
analysis of a database. This makes 1-2-3 a tool not only for 
record keeping but also for financial planning and numeric 
analysis. In addition to these functions, it allows users to 
perform sensitivity analysis, to tabulate the effects of "what 
if" trials, and to prepare those tables for graphing. This. 
r 
ability to integrate a powerful database-management capability 
with its calculation, graphing, and worksheet-management 
capabilities make 1-2-3 one of the best tools of knowledge 
fusion [3]. It has been said that the second most popular 
3: 
database program is Lotus 1-2-3. The basic question to ask is 
whether the specific demands can be met with a spreadsheet based 
program ( 4] • 
2. Graph feature 
This is a powerful and flexible tool for creating visual 
representation of data. It helps users draw effective graphs --
pictures that communicate numeric data dramatically, or pictures 
that shows relationships and trends that might not be spotted in 
, 
the numbers themselves. 1-2-3 offers a choice of five graph 
types ( line, bar, stacked-bar, pie, ar.d xy ) and up to six data 
ranges for graphing. 
3. Macro feature 
Macro stores frequently used keystroke sequences. The 
keystrokes might invoke one or more formatting commands, type 
entries, commands for creating a graph, etc. If a worksheet is 
developed with some of 1-2-J's more sophisticated functions for 
use by non-technical personnel, the macro facility will be quite 
useful for training. rhe only instruction that users have to know 
is how and when to invoke the macros. Moreover, Lotus l-2-3's 
.macro facility incorporates an additional feature that opens an 
entirely new range of possibilities. Instead of merely typing 
1· 
keystrokes stored previously, 1-2-3 can make decisions regarding 
what to do next. Th~ decisions can be based on values in th•, 
t/f 
worksheet or the actions taken by the user during macro 
execution. This facility gives the 1-2-3 user a true programming 
capability. 
.J• 
3. Applications in IE 
The IE functions in one company differ in most cases from 
the IE functions in another. It is impossible for this study to 
' 
consider all the functions performed in all companies to come out 
with complete, feasible applications of electronic spreadsheets. 
The applications described below are based on my working 
experiences and IE knowledge. Therefore, they surely are not 
exhaustive. But I do intend to include most of the common, 
fundamental applications. Applications for special cases can be 
easily extended. 
The applications are broadly divided into two categories: 
1.): those used for handling simple or complex but highly 
repetitive jobs, 
2:) those used for extensive complicated projects, 
Following are the descriptions of these applications: 
3.1 Applications for handling simple or complex but highly 
repetitive jobs. 
3.1.1 Stopwatch time study 
The electronic spreadsheet can be useQ to prepare the 
stopwatch time study data sheet, figure 1. IE then performs 
the normal stopwatch .. :xneasurements and inputs the data ( the 
time to perform each element of the task and the rating 
factor). The computer will automatically calculate the 
standard time for the task. An example has showed the 
application of this spreadsheet to time study analysis [SJ. 
, 
A time study template has been developed for use on an Apple 
I 
microcomputer using Visibalc. once developed, the time 
• 
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(Reprinted from McDermott [SJ) 
J 
study spreadsheet can be used over and over again for 
several different types of time studies. 
3.1.2 Labor hours estimation by using standard data 
Time study by using standard data is always faster and 
' 
cheaper thah stopwatch time study. After a certain period 
of operations, standard data usually can be developed and 
certified for many kinds of tasks. And by applying these 
$:t_andard ciata, labor hours can be easily estimated for a 
~pecific job. By storing these formula for estimating 
manufacturing labor time and data for input to the formula 
in the spreadsheet, labor hours can be estimated even faster 
and more accurately. An example has been illustrated to 
show how to estimate labor hours for jobs passing through a 
job shop [6]. This application can be extended to calculate 
a quote price if labor rate, material cost, overhead and 
profit are combined. 
3.1.3 Work sampling 
There are three portions of the procedure for 
conducting a work sampling study in which electronic 
spreadsheet would be useful: (1) the determination of the 
number of observations required; (2) the preparation of the 
' ' 
observation schedule; and (3) the calculation of the results 
of work measuremt!nt sampling. The "what if" facility can 
be utilized to il11 the analyst the nu•ber of samples 
necessary to achii~e 90%, :95%, 99% or any other confidence 
L~t· ' 
.f 
for any specifiea degree of accuracy. The @RAND function 
can be applied tg generate the observation schedule. And 
the spreadsheet cfn be used to design the observation .record 
.. 
form, figure 2, and work sampling summary sheet, figure 3. 
After each observation, the data are typed into the 
observation record form. Once all the observations are 
done, the result is computed and summarized in the summary 
sheet. 
I 
3.1.4 Job specification sheet 
In operations where there are many product types with 
frequent changes in variable conditions, hand calculation of 
the required large volume of job specification sheets can 
consume many manhours. By setting up the format and 
formulating the necessary calculation, very neat and 
accurate specification sheets can be produced. A secretary 
o·r clerical employee can easily handle the procedure, 
freeing the engineer for more technical j.obs. An example of 
preparing job specification sheet using Visicalc for cutting 
out garments in an apparel operations has been shown [7]. 
3.1.5 Production report 
The production report is being used • in every 
manufacturing plant for tracing labor efficiency simply 
because it is a very good manufac~uring management tool. 
But manual calculation is very tedious. Computerizing it is 
therefore usually one of the top priorities. Some companies 
who have computerized this process production report weekly. 
This lessens the effectiveness of it. A daily report is 
necessary and essential for effective variance management. 
. 
I 
By combining the time standard, quantities produced, and 
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, 
• 
production unit, of product, and of whole plant can be 
quickly and accurately generated. Once the formulation has 
been designed, the clerks can be trained in the use of the 
program. The clerks would handle the data entry, file 
creation, printing of files, and maybe the preparation of 
new or edited files. An example has been shown to 
illustrate this application [8]. 
·:3·. 1. 6 Manpower projection and planning 
Manpower projection is dependent on the production 
schedule and time standard. Almost always, IE is the 
department that takes charge of this job. The manpower 
projection, figure 4, 5, 6, will be the bargaining basis of 
the manufacturing department and recruiting departments. 
This projection becomes even more important when a company 
has to face a layoff problem. Incorrect projection will 
lead the management to make wrong decisions. In addition to 
this, by integrating this activity with product ion 
scheduling and manpower planning activities, the whole 
system can be simulated to determine the optimum production 
schedule if manpower planning is critical, e.g. limited 
labor source may be the issue. The simulation ability of 
I 
this integrated system can explore many alternatives in a 
very short time. It will indeed accelerate the decision 
making process ~ith more complete consideration. This 
integrated systli actually can be classified_ as the 
representational ltstem type of decision support system [9]. 
A case study of this application is implemented and will be 
discussed in the ~,xt section. 
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~j_l.7 Rate of return analysis 
The evaluation form can be formatted in the electronic 
spreadsheet. Once data related to the analysis are 
inputted, the rate of return is automatically generated by 
executing the formula designed speci·al,ly for this 
calculatio1,. "What if" analysis can be app.lied to see how 
t.be rate of return changes by varying the input data. For 
-est commercial and industrial organizations, the amount o·f 
investment capital available is limited. By ranking all 
these investment opportunities based on the rate of return, 
and considering the available investment capital, ·it will 
become obvious which investments ought to be made~ 
3·. 1 .. 8. Budgeting and budget control 
·Budget control is not the responsibility of f irt~n·cia:l 
people ·only. Every department must control its own buqget-. 
The IE department normally is responsible for setting up th• 
overhead standard and controlling those expenses. 
Controlling sheets, figure 7, can be stored in the 
electronic spreadsheet. Every expenditure can then be keyed 
in and the balance will be automatically recomputed. It can 
also be used to simulate and estimate spend.ing. Integrating 
the overhead standard, production schedule, spending status, 
and spending plan, the budget for the fiscal year can be 
done $lfortlessly by taking advantage of the calculation 
power 9f the electronic spereadsheet. 
3 • 1. 9 Cost reduction pro9ram 
A cost reduction program exists in most companies for 
strengthening competitiveness and augmenting profits. It is 
15 
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always a continuous endeavor. The major activities such as 
.. 
setting up the goal, tracking all the projects, summarizing 
the status report, all can be implementea by using the 
electronic spreadsheet. Figure 8 is a sample of status 
report. Electronic spreadsheet•s calculation, database 
management, ·print, and graph facilities not only save word 
processing, arithmetic processing time, but also create good 
graphic presentation. This application itself is a cost-
reduction project. To stimulate cost-reduction ideas and to 
set up an example of doing things perfectly, tl1_is 
application is quite significant. 
3.1.10 Tool crib operation 
The tool crib normally manages toolings, maintenance 
and indirect manufacturing materials. Its major functions 
are to supply these items to support manufacturing, to 
·c.o·ntrol their usage, and to keep inventory as low as 
p·ossible at the same time. 
' 
In order to achieve these 
objectives, the record keeping and ordering activities are 
vital. In the manufacturing environment where the number of 
items is large and the transactions are heavy, manual 
handling will be onerous. Al though many programs can be 
used in this application, electronic spreadsheets can be 
used to create inventory lists, to tabulate reorder formula, 
( 
to generate automatically the list of items needed to be 
' 
replenished, to track every purchasing reguisi tion, and to 
summarize period reports. A flowchart is drawn to 
illustrate this system, figure 9. After the system is 
developed, the clerk can be ~rained to take over and execute 
.17 






ITEM PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
' CM! Delete two terminals on 
.balun bd. 
I 
CM2 Reprocess tubing to type. 
CM3 .012" wire rrechanical 
• 
s~ipping. 
f CM4 Auto wrapping o~ cable wire 
I tape to save labor. . 
I CMS Screw ass'y by vibration. I . . • 
CM6 Cerrent magnetic wire to 
. 
replace nylon wire. 
CM7 Nut of F connector auto 
driving. 
CMS. Reprocess for cable con~ 
nectar ass ' y. 
CM9 Review time study to save 
8 opers. 
· CMlO Inspection & ali~nt tiITe 
study to save 8 opers. 
CMll Auto trimner on ·MN 
. 
.. 
CM12 A~ tilts•vs test process tc 
scNe 6 opers. 
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it. The PROTECT command of Lotus l·-2-3 · is valuable· for this 
application, for it can restrict the access to the system 
and prevent its being d~stroyed by any offenders. This will 
also help convince financial people that it is safe to 
computerize tool crib management. 
3.2 Applications in extensive complicated projects 
3.2.1 Using electronic spreadsheet software for simulation. 
Many features of Lotus -- including the algorithmic 
facilities termed macros, a random number generator, the 
table processing capability, the sorting facilities and 
v a r i o u s bu i 1 t - in s tat i st i c a ·1 f>u· n-ct i on s - - a 11 ow 
sophisticated simulation programs: to be pursued. Lotus, 
however, lacks several basic simulation primitives including 
queue primitives, an event list facility, and scheduling 
primitives. Two examples has been provided to illustrate 
the poten-t,ial of Lotus as a simulation language. The first 
models a small grocery store, the second simulates a 
discrete sequential electronic circuit [10]. The advantages 
of being able to observe the changes which take place during 
the execution by simulation can convey information which may 
provide the user with a better understanding of the system 
being modeled. Changing too many variables of this dynamic 
simulation too quickly could leave the user somewhat 
confused. The user may not be able to keep track of the 
I 
changes and may not be able to comprehend fully the dynamics 
of the simulation. This suggests the need for some 
mechanism to take snapshots as the simulation progresses. 





electronic spreadsheet software an attractive simulation 
tool. 
3.2.2 Using electronic spreadsheet software for modeling, 
simulating, and analyzing system. 
A manufacturing flow systems was studied [11]. Ith~$ 
been shown that the spreadsheet modeled analytic approa.ch.: 
r 
works best for the flow shop configuration: however, some: 
job shop deviations can be considered. Two major advantages 
bf this software are the low costs of installation and 
operation and the fact that no programing capabilities are 
required. Nevertheless, the areas of application and the 
level of diversity of the model are somewhat limited, and 
they thus confine the advantages of the spreadsheet to a 
'c 
limited area of applications. 
2.1 
.., .. ).· ' 
,i.·,·t-·\ . 





4. Case study 
The manpower projection job of a manufacturing plant is 
implemented and discussed. It is a labor-intensive assembly 
plant which has many assembly lines. Each line is designed to 
manufacture a particular product which has various models with 
little variance. These models require different production time 
but the same indirect labor to manufacture them. To project the 
manpower required for the future, the company set up a policy to 
forecast the number of required operators based on the model 
which has the highest paypoint. ( Paypoint refers to how many 
h·ours are needed for an operator to manufacture one thousand 
p~oducts.) The Process Engineer is the person responsible for 
deciding and submitting it for the Industrial Engineer's 
evaluation and approval. on the other hand, the Industrial 
Engineer establishes the standard indirect labor requirement for 
manufacturing each type of product. It is called rate and 
allowance later on in this paper. The paypoint of the scheduled 
production rate of a certain product for the future may be not 
available at the moment of projecting. So, it is necessary to 
estimate it beforehand in order to make projection complete. The 
rules for rounding off direct labor and indirect labor differ. 
For direct labor, all decimals greater than 0.15 are rounded off 
... 
t:·o 1.0. For indirect labor_, all figures are rounded off to one 
d:ecimal. Of course, these rules can be changed, and every 
company may have its own rules. Another factor that has to be 
considered for direct labor projection is manufacturing 




Utility Operator. While the Group Leader is needed for managing 
and teaching operators, the Utility Operator exists for filling 
in the position of the absent operator. The allowance is also 
set by the Industrial Engineer. 
As we all know, the manufacturing environment is very 
dynamic. Production schedules may have to.be revised due to 
changes in the customer requirement or changes in the resource 
availability. Products may be redesigned to reduce the cost or 
to improve the performance and quality. New automatic equipment 
or better manufacturing methods may be adopted to replace the old 
ones, to reduce the cost and to raise the productivity. All of 
these affect manpower projection. Therefore, this system is 
designed to allow users to easily update the database: the 
production schedule, the paypoint, the rate and allowance, and 
the product relationship. The computerization of this function 
will enable users to evaluate the influence of these kinds of 
changes either before or after the change. This feature of 
evaluating the influence before change is made gives an even 
better understanding of what will be the optimum action. 
The data management feature of Lotus 1-2-3 is not flexible 
enough for direct labor projection. so; Dbase III is utilized to 
facilitate database updating and handle mo~ complex data 
searching jobs. Eventually, an output database file which shows 
the highest paypoint of each product type for the proposed sche-
d.ule will be generated and ready· to be translated to 1-2-3 for 
further processing. Despite this, the data management feature ~f 






special features like macro, graph, and print are all also 
implemented in this case study. 
Following is the procedure to run the system: 
1) get into DBASE · III and call up the program (.main.prg) 
2) update the database 
3) check paypoint availability and estimate paypoints 
4) preprocess to generate paypoint output file 
5) get out of DBASE III 
:6.) get into Lotus 1-2-3 and translate database files to 
spreadsheet 
'7) do direct labor projection (Alt A & Alt G) 
.8:) d:o. indirect labor projection (Alt B & Alt H) 
9) print for distribution (Alt P & Alt Q) 
All the programs for this application are attached for" 
reference. Please refer to Appendix A & B. 
By expanding the database and designing more application 
programs by taking advantages of these systems, IE applications 
can be broadened. On the other hand, other programs such as LP, 
OR, Reflex etc. can be introduced to be integrated with these 
softwares to find the optimal solution of the subject problem or 
analyze information hidden in the database. To show the 
applications of Reflex in this case, the schedule database file 
is translated to Reflex and examined. A crosstabulation to show 
the information of total production rate of each product category 
and the production lines where products are assembled can be 
easily generated by uiing the Crosstab View. The crosstable 
printout is appended in Appendix c. 
24 
5. Conclusion 
Although every company assigns different jobs to the IE 
department, the department in some degree acts like the 
legislative branch of government by making and enforcing law. It 
has the responsibility to help the company create a working 
:'ci; environment which attracts talented people. And through the 
effort of those people, the company can utilize all the 
resources effectively and efficiently to reduce cost and increase 
profit. Consequently, the performance of IE department matters 
very much to the success of the company. The purpose of this 
research is to demonstrate how the applications of electronic 
spreadsheets can raise the productivity of IE department. 
As discussed, because the electronic spreadsheet has extra-
ordinary functions and advantages of low cost, easy· 
implementation and use, and because it requires no programming 
skill, many IE routine jobs can be computerized. It can also be: 
used to simulate and analyze problems or systems. 
To develop templates which are suitable to every company 
for all of these applications is not going to be easy; because 
. different companies may use· different kinds of forms for the same 
applications. Nevertheless, these developments are so simple 
that every company should be able to come out with applications 
which are suited to its situation. The most important point is 
that database and user-friendly concepts should be employed, as 
the case study shows. After these IE applications are carried 
out, IE ought to apply it to other area~ in the manufacturing 
environment such as production plan,ning and scheduling, quality 
25 




planning and control, engineering, material planning and control, 
~~. , 
. 
and manpower planning. But it should be borne in mind that all 
the applications in these areas have to be integrated for the 
benefit of the whole company. 
·26 .. ~ 
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*** This is main.prg for managing IE database*** 
set print off 
clear 
@ row()+S,20 say 'Welcome to IE database!' 
@ row()+J,20 say 'This system is designed to promote' 
@ row()+l,20 say 'the performance of your IE functions.' 
@ row () +10, 1 
wait ' < Hit any key to begin>' 







do while .t. 
clear 
text 


















1. Schedule - monthly l 
2. Schedule - weekly 1-
3. Products l 
4. Paypoint .1 
5. Rate & Allowance l 
6. list unavailable paypoints l 
·7. Preprocess for manpower pr.oject'i:o.n I 
·_1 . 





wait' Select one==> 1 to choice 




case choice= 1 1 1 
do b:msch 
case choice= 1 2 1 
do b:wsch 
case choice= 1 3 1 
do b:ptree 
case choice= 1 4 1 
do b:pp 
case choice= '5' 
do b:ra 
case choice= J61 
do b:pre 
:2.'8 
· .... · 













*** This is msch.prg for ·ma-nipul·.a.t:-ing msch.dbf *** 
set print off 
do while .t. 
clear 
























@ row () +5· ,: ·1 
wait' 




.h·. •· ... l ···.1·· ... ' ca·:se :Q_. 0·1ce•·. = 
d.o: b: mschi 
.case ,.choice! = '·2 f 
.do b: ms-ch2 
. ' . . . -.. . . 









• J • ' 
- ' 
note this is mschl.prg 
clear 






note this is msch2.prg 
clear 
@ row()+2,0 say 'Printer on? Paper aligned?' 
@ row() +l, 1 
wait 'If ready, hit any key to start --- ' 
select 4 
@ row () +2, O 
list off to print 
return 
*** This is pp.prg for manipulating pp.dbf *** 
set print off 
do while .t. 
clear 
@ row() +5, 1 
text 










1. display/edit data 













@ row () +5, 1 
wait' ~ 




case choice4 = 1 1 1 
do b:pp·1 






Select one==> 'to choice4 
33 
note this is ppl.prg 
clear 







. \ . ~ ,c.::) 
\ ;-:...·,.· 
34 . 
note this is 'PP2 • prg 
clear 
@ row()+2,0 say 'Printer on? Paper aligned?' 
@ row() +1, 1 
wait 'If ready, hit any key to start --- ' 
select 1 
@ row () +2, o 






*** This is ra.prg for manipulating ra.dbf *** 
set print off 















2. print to printer 
r-. ·ret-u.rn. 
endtext 
@ row () +5, 1 
wait' 




=·case c:hoice5. = ":i .. ,· 
... -.. •. - .· '.• - . . 
·--d·. ·o· b • ·_r·a·  ·1 
. . · ...•... · .. 
·o-as;e cho_i·ce5. ·= ' 2. :, 
do :b:.ra.2 
e:ndca:s·e 















note this is ral.prg 
clear 






·note this is ra2.prg 
clear 
@ row()+2,0 say 'Printer on? Paper aligned?' 
@ row() +1, 1 
wait 'If ready, hit any key to start --- ' 
use b:ra 
@ row() +2, 0 





*** This is ptree.prg for manipulating ptree.dbf *** 
set print off 
do while .t. 
clear 














1. display/edit data 












@ row() +5, 1 
wait' Select one==> 'to choice3 




case choice3 = 'l' 
do b:ptreel 











note this is ptreel.prg 
clear 




1tote this ·i$: :·pt.re·(a·.2 , •. ·pr.g 
clear 
@ row()+2,o· say 'Printer on? Paper aligned?' 
@ row() +1, 1 
wait 'If ready, hit any key to start --- ' 
select 2· 
@ row() +2, O 




*** This is pre.prg for checking unavailable paypoints *** 
clear 
?'It is running----, wait please!' 
set talk off 
public pratea,prateb,pratec,pratel,prate2,prate3,prate4,prate5,prate6, 
prate7, prates, prate9, pratelO, prate 11, pratel2, ptype, pmodl, pmod2', 
pmajor,pname,subl,sub2,sub3,sub4 
@ row () +1, o 
wait 'Output to printer? (y /n) ' to opt.io.11 
if (lower(option) = 'Y') •. or. (upper(optioo) = f_y·f): 
set print on 
else 
'. 









do while .not. eof() 
store octo to pratea 
store nove to prateb 
store dece to pratec 
store jan to pratel 
store feb to prate2 
store mar to prate3 
store apr to prate4 
store may to prates 
store jun to prate6 
store jul to prate7 
store aug to prates 
:s.tore sep to prate9 
:s·tore oct to pratelO 
store nov to .pratell 
store dee to prate12 
store prodmod · ·to pt.ype. 
select 2 · · 
count for father: = 1·&.ptype:•· to .mo.dno 
do case 
case modno = 1 
do b:ccasel 
case modno = 2 
locate for fath$r =· '&ptype' 
store son to pmod·1 ~ .. 
continue 








note this is ccasel.prg 
select 2 
locate for father= '&ptype' 
store son to pmajor 
count for father= '&pmajor' to subnol 
do case 
case subnol = 1 
locate for father= '&pmajor' 
store son to pname 
do b:chalfll 
do b:chalf12 
case subnol = 2 
locate for father= '&pmajor' 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
do b:chalf21 
do b:chalf22 
case subnol = 3 
locate for father= '&pmajor' 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
continue 
store son to sub3 
do b:chalf31 
do b:chalf32 
case subnol = 4 
endcase 
return 
locate for father= '&pmajor' 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
continue 
store son to sub3 
continue 





note this is ccase21.prg 
select 2 
count for father= '&pmodl' to subno21 
do case 
case subno21 = 1 
locate for father .. = '&p}llod:i,•: 
store son to pname 
do b:chalfll 
do b:chalf12 
case subno21 = 2 
locate for father= 1 &pmodl' 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
do b:chalf21 
do b:chalf22 
case subno21 = 3 
locate for father = ·, &pmoq.i_-i_ 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
continue 
store son to sub3 
do b:chalf31 
do b:chalf32 
·c:ase subno21 = 4 
endcase 
return 
locate for fath$r = '&pmodl' 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub··2. 
continue 
store son to :s.ub3 
continue 







note this is ccase22.prg 
select 2 
count for father= 1 &pmod2' to subno22 
do case 
case subno22 ~ 1 
locate for father= '&pmod2' 
store son to pname ~ 
do b:chalfll 
do b:chalfl2 
case subno22 = 2 
locate for father= 1 &pmod2 1 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
do b:chalf21 
do b:chalf22 
case subno22 = 3 
locate for father= '&pmod2' 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
continue 
store son to sub3 
do b:chalf31 
do b:chalf32 
case subno22 = 4 
endcase 
return 
locate for father= '&pmod2' 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
continue 
store son to sub3 
continue 





note this is chalfll.prg 
if pratea <> o 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = 1 &pname' .and. rate= pratea .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x' 




if prateb <> o 
if prateb <> pratea 
select 1 -
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= prateb 
.and. trim(newest)-= 'x' 





if pratec <> o 
if pratec <> prateb 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= pratec 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if pratel <> O 
if pratel <> pratec 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= pratel 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if prate2 <> o 
if prate2 <> pratel 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= prate2 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 








. . ' ,. ····- """.",~' ':'":•-···- -.-..;.,..,.., 
' 
note this is chalfl2.prg 
if prate3 <> o 
if prate3 <> prate2 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= prate3 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if prate4 <> o 
if prate4 <> prate3 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= prate4 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if prates<> o 
if prates<> prate4 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= prates 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if prate6 <> o 
if prate6 <> prates 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = 1 -&pname' .and. rate= prate6 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if prate7 <> o 
if prate7 <> prate6 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= prate7 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if prates<> o 
if prates<> prate7 
select 1 
47 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate - prates 
.and. trim(newest) - IX I 





if prate9 <> o .. , 
if prate9 <> prates 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate - prate9 
.and. trim(newest) - 'x' -





if pratelO <> o 
if pratelO <> prate9 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate - pratelO -
.and. trim(newest) - IX I -





if pratell <> o 
if pratell <> pratelO 
select 1 
locate for prodmod =,'&pname' .and. rate - pratell 
.and. trim(newest) - IX I 





if prate12 <>. 0 
if pratel2 <> pratell 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate - pratel2 
.and. trim(newest) - IX' 








note this is chalf21.prg 
if pratea <> o 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = •&subl' .and. rate= pratea 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,pratea 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2' .and. rate= pratea 
.and. trim·(newest) = 'x' 




if prateb <> o 
if prateb <> pratea 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = 1 &subl' .and. rate= prateb 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,prateb 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate= prateb 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if pratec <> o 
if pratec <> prateb 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratec 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,pratec 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2' .and. rate= pratec 
• and. trim (·newest) = 'x' 





if pratel <> o 
if pratel <> pratec 
select 1 
locate ·for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratel 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,pratel 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2 1 .and. rate= pratel 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
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if prate2 <> o 
if prate2 <> pratel . 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate2 
.• and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,prate2 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2' .and. rate= prate2 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 










note this is chalf22.prg 
if prate3 <> o 
if prate3 <> prate2 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,prate3 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if prate4 <> o 
if prate4 <> prate3 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= 
• and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,prate4 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if prates<> o 
if prates<> prate4 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= 
.and. ~rim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,prates 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if prate6 <> o 
if prate6 <> prates 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x'* 
I 













locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2 1 .and. rate= prate6 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if prate7 <> o 
if prate7 <> prate6 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate7 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,prate7 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate= prate7 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if prates<> o 
if prates<> prate7 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prates 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,prates 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2' .and. rate= prates 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if prate9 <> o 
if prate9 <> prates 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = 1 &subl' .and. rate= prate9 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,prate9 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2' .and. rate= pr~te9 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if pratelO <> o 




locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= 
• 
• and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,pratelO 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if pratell <> o 
if pratell <> pratelO 
select 1 , 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,pratell 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 





if pratel2 <> o 
if pratel2 <> pratell 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,pratel2 
endif 
locate for prodmod .= '&sub2' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 




















pratea <> o 
select 1 for prodmod = •&subl' oand. rate= pratea .and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,pratea 
endif prodmod = •&sub2' .and. rate= pratea .and. trim(newest) = locate for IX I 
if eof() = .t. 
? sub2,pratea 
endif prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= pratea .and. trim(newest) = locate for IX I 




if prateb <> o 
if prateb <> pratea 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = 1 &subl' .and. rate= 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,prateb 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2' .and. rate= 
if eof() = .t. 
? sub2,prateb 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= 





if pratec <> o 
if pratec <> prateb 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = 1 &subl' .and. rate= 
if eof() ~= .t. 
? subl,pratec 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2 1 .and. rate= 
if eof() = .t. 
? sub2,pratec 
endif 
locate for prodmod = •&sub3 1 .and. rate= 





if pratel <> o 
if pratel <> pratec '! 
select 1 






prateb .and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
prateb .and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
prateb .and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
pratec .and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
pratec .and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
pratec .and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
pratel .and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
• 
if eof () - . t. , 
? subl,pratel 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate - pratel .and. trim(newest) - IX I 
if eof () - . t. 
? sub2,pratel • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate - pratel .and. trim(newest) - 'x' 
if eof () - . t. 




if prate2 <> 0 
if prate2 <> pratel 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate - prate2 .and. trim(newest) - 'x' 
if eof () - . t. 
? subl,prate2 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2 1 .and. rate - prate2 .and. trim(newest) - IX' 
if eof () - . t. 
? sub2,prate2 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate - prate2 .and. trim(newest) - IX' -
if eof () - . t. 




if prate3 <> 0 
if prate3 <> prate2 
select 1 




if eof() - . t. 
? subl,prate3 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate - prate3 .and. trim(newest) - 'x' - -
if eof () - . t. 
? sub2,prate3 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod ~ 1 &sub3' .and. rate - prate3 .and. trim(newest) - 'x' -
if eof () - . t.. 




if prate4 <> 0 
if prate4 <> prate3 
select l 
locate for prodmod = •&subl' .and. rate - prat~4 .and. trim(newest) - IX I 
if eof () - . t. 
? subl,prate4 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate - prate4 .and. trim(newest) - IX' 
55 
if eof() = .t. 
? sub2,prate4 
endif 
locate fqr prodmod = 1 &sub3 1 .and. 








rate= prate4 .and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
note this is chalf32.prg 
if prates<> o 
if prates<> prate4 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' • and. rate - prates .and . trim(newest) - IX I 
if eof() - . t. 
? subl,prates 
endif 
·locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2' .and. rate - prates .and. trim(newest) - 'X' 
-
if eof () - . t. 
? sub2,prate5 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate - prates .and. trim(newest) - 'X' . 





if prate6 <> 0 
if prate6 <> prates 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' . and. rate - prate6 .and . trim(newest) - 'x' -




locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2 1 .and. rate - prate6 .and. trim(newest) - IX I 
if eof () - . t. 
? sub2,prate6 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate - prate6 .and. trim(newest) - IX I 
-





if prate7 <> 0 
if prate7 <> prate6 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate - prate7 .and. trim(newest) - IX' -
if eof() - . t. 
? subl,prate7 
endif 
locate for prodmod = ~&sub2' . and. rate - prate7 .and . trim(newest) - 'x' 
if eof{) - . t. 
? sub2·, prate7 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate - prate7 .and. trim(newest) - 'XI -






if prates <> 0 
if prates<> prate7 
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select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prates .and. trim(newest) - 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? subl,prates 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' oand. rate= prates .and. trim(newest) = 'x' if eof() = .t. 
? sub2,prate8 
endif 





if prate9 <> o 
if prate9 <> prates 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. :rate= prate9 .and. trim(newest) - 'x' 
if eof() = .t.~ 
? subl,pra . 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate= prate9 .and. trim(newest) = 'x' if eof() = .t. 
? sub2,prate9 
endif 





if pratelO <> O 
if pratelO <> prate9 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratelO .and. trim(newest) = 'x' if eof (). = . t. 
? subl,pratelO 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2' .and. rate= pratelO .and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 
? sub2,pratel0 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= pratelO .and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
if eof() = .t. 




if pratell <> o 
if pratell <> pratelO 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = 1 &subl' .and. rate= pratell .and. trim(newest) = 'x' 




locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate - pratell .and. trim(newest) - IX I -
if eof () .t. ~· -
? sub2,pratell 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub.3' .and. rate = pratell .and. trim(newest) - IX I 
if eof () - . t. 
-




if pratel2 <> 0 
if pratel2 <> pratell 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate - pratel2 .and. trim(newest) - IX I - -
if eof() - . t. 
? subl,pratel2 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2 1 .and. rate - pratel2 .and. trim(newest) - 'x' - -
if eof() - . t. 
? sub2,pratel2 ( • 
endif 
. locate for prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate - pratel2 .and. trim(newest) - IX I 
if eof () - . t. 






note this is chalf41.prg 
if pratea <> o 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate - pratea .and. trim(newest) - 'X' -
if eof () - . t. 
? subl,pratea 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate - pratea .and. trim(newest) - 'X' 
if eof() - . t. -
? sub2,pratea • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate - pratea .and. trim(newest) - 'X' -
if eof() - . t. 
? sub3,pratea • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate - pratea .and. trim(newest) - 'x' -
if eof () - . t. -
? sub4,pratea • 
endif 
endif 
if prateb <> 0 
if prateb <> pratea 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate - prateb .and. trim(newest) - 'x' 
if eof () - . t. 
? subl,prateb • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate - prateb .and. trim(newest) - IX' 
if eof () - . t. 
? sub2,prateb • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub3' . and. rate - prateb .and . trim(newest) - IX' 
if eof () - . t. 
? sub3,prateb • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate - prateb .and. trim(newest) - IX' 
if eof () - . t. 




if pratec <> 0 
if pratec <> prateb 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate - pratec .and. trim(newest) - 'XI
 
-
if eof () - . t. -
? subl,pratec 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate - pratec .and. trim(newest) - 'X' 
if eof() - . t. 
·? sub2, pratec 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate - pratec .and. trim(newest) - 'X' 










if pratel <> o 
if pratel <> pratec 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate - pratel .and. trim(newest) - 'X' -
-if eof () - . t. 
? subl,pratel • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' • and. rate - pratel .and . trim(newest) - IX I if eof() - . t. -
? sub2,pratel • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate - pratel .and. trim(newest) - 'XI if eof() - . t. -
? sub3,pratel • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate - pratel .and .. trim(newest) - 'XI - -if eof () - . t. -




• if prate2 <> 0 
if.prate2 <> pratel 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate - prate2 .and. trim(newest) - IX I if eof () - . t. -
? subl,prate2 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate - prate2 .and. trim(newest) - 'XI -if eof () - . t. 
? sub2,prate2 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate - prate2 .and. trim(newest) - 'XI -if eof () - . t. -
? sub3,prate2 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate = prate2 .and. trim(newest) - 'X' if eof () - . t. 







note this is chalf42.prg 
if prate3 <> 0 
if prate3 <> prate2 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate - prate3 .and. trim(newest) - IX I 
if eof () - tit. 
? subl,prate3 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate - prate3 .and. trim(newest) - IX I - -
if eof () - . t. -
? sub2,prate3 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate - prate3 .and. trim(newest) - IX I - -
if eof () - . t. -
? sub3,prate3 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate - prate3 .and. trim(newest) - IX I 
if eof () - . t. 
-




if prate4 <> 0 
if prate4 <> prate3 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate - prate4 .and. trim(newest) - IX I - -
if eof () - . t. -
? subl,prate4 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' .and. rate - prate4 .and. trim(newest) - 'XI 
if eof () - . t. 
? sub2,prate4 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate - prate4 .and. trim(newest) - IX I - -
if eof () - . t. 
? sub3,prate4 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate - prate4 .and. trim(newest) - IX I 
if eof () - . t. 




if prates<> 0 
if prates<> prate4 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate - prates .and. trim(newest) - 'XI 
if eof () - . t. 
-
? subl,prates • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2' .and. rate - prates .and. trim(newest) - 'XI -
if eof () - . t. 
-




locate for prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate - prates .and. trim(newest) - IX I 
if eof () - . t. 
? sub3,prate5 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate - prates .and. trim(newest) - IX I 
if eof () - . t. 




if prate6 <> 0 
if prate6 <> prates 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = •&subl' .and. rate - prate6 .and. trim(newest) = IX I 
if eof () - . t. -
? subl,prate6 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = 1 &sub2 1 • and. rate - prate6 .and . trim(newest) - IX' -




locate for· prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate - prate6 .and. trim(newest) - IX' 




locate for prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate - prate6 .and. trim(newest) - 'X' - -
if eof () - . t. -




if prate7 <> 0 
if prate7 <> prate6 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&subl' . and. rate= prate7 .and . trim(newest) = IX I 
if eof() - . t. -
? subl, prate7 ·~/> • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub2' . an.d. rate= prate7 .and. trim(newest) - IX I -




locate for prodmod = 1 &SUQ3 1 .and. rate - prate7 .and. trim(newest) - IX' -
if eof () - . t. 
? sub3,prate7 • 
endif 
locate for prodmod = '&sub4' . and.~· rate - prate7 .and. trim(newest) - 'X' -








*** This is prep.prg for preprocessing for manpower projection*** 
clear 
set print off 
?'It is running----, wait please!' 






do while .not. eof() 
store octo to pratea 
store nove to prateb 
store dece to pratec 
store jan to prate! 
store feb to prate2 
store mar to prate3 
store apr to prate4 
store may to prates 
store jun to prate6 
store jul to prate? · 
store aug to prates 
store sep to prate9 
store act to pratelO 
store nov to pratell 
store dee to prate12 
store prodmod to ptype 
select 2 
count for father= '&ptype' to modno 
do case 
case modno = 1 
do b:casel 
case modno = 2 
locate for father= '&ptype' 
store son to pmodl 
continue 








wait 'Process is complete, need printout? (y/n) 'to answer 
if (upper(answer) = 'Y') 
@ row() +1, O 
wait 'Turn on the printer, hit any key to proceed-! ' 
list off to print 
endif 
return 
note this is casel.prg 
select 2 
locate for father= '&ptype' 
store son to pmajor 
count for father= '&pmajor' to subnol 
do case 
case subnol = l 
locate for father= '&pmajor' 
store son to pname 
do b:halfll 
do b:half12 
case subnol = 2 
locate for father= '&pmajor' 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
do b:half21 
do b:half22 
case subnol = 3 
locate for father= '&pmajor' 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
continue 
store son to sub3 
do b:half31 
do b:half32 
case subnol = 4 
endcase 
return 
locate for father= '&pmajor' 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
continue 
store son to sub3 
continue 





note thia is case21.prg 
select 2 
count for father= '&pmodl' to subno21 
do case 
case subno21 = 1 
locate for father = '&pmod'.·l :i: 
store son to pname 
do b:halfll 
do b:halfl2 
case subno21 = 2 
locate for father = :., &J?InO.d'.1 1' 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
do b:half21 
do b:half22 
case subno21 = 3 
locate for father = '&pmod.11.. 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
continue 
store son to sub3 
do b:half31 
do b:half32 
case subno21 = 4 
·end.case 
retur·n 
locate for father = '::&:pmo:a·1·1 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
continue 
store son to sub3 
continue 













note this is case22.prg 
select 2 
count for father= 1 &pmod2' to subno22 
do case 
case subno22 = 1 
locate for father= '&pmod2' 
store son to pname 
do b:halfll 
do b:half12 
case subno22 = 2 
locate for father= '&pmod2' 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
do b:half21 
do b:half22 
case subno22 = 3 
locate for father= 1 &pmod2 1 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
continue 
store son to sub3 
do b:half31 
do b:half32 
case subno22 = 4 
endcase 
return 
locate for father= 1 &pmod2' 
store son to subl 
continue 
store son to sub2 
continue 
store son to sub3 
continue 






note this is halfll.prg 
if pratea <> o 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= pratea .and. 
trim(newest) = •x~ 
store pp to ppsuml 
select 3 
replace octo with ppsuml 
endif 
if prateb <> o 
if prateb <> pratea 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= prateb 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
store pp to ppsuml 
select 3 
replace nave with ppsuml 
else 
replace nave with octo 
endif 
endif 
if pratec <> o 
if pratec <> prateb 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= pratec 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' ~ 
store pp to ppsuml 
select 3 
replace dece with ppsuml 
else 
replace dece with nave 
endif 
endif 
if pratel <> o 
if pratel <> pratec 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= pratel 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
store pp to ppsuml 
select 3 
replace jan with ppsuml 
else 
replace jan with dece 
endif 
endif 
if prate2 <> o 
if prate2 <> pratel 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= prate2 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
store pp to ppsuml 
select 3 









; ·~ ., ... _ '· 
.. 
not~is is half12.prg 
if prateJ <> o 
if prateJ <> prate2 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
store pp to ppsuml 
select 3 
replace mar with ppsuml 
else 
replace mar with feb 
endif 
endif 
if prate4 <> o 
if prate4 <> prateJ 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
store pp to ppsuml 
select 3 
replace apr with ppsuml 
else 
replace apr with mar 
endif 
endif 
if prates<> o 
if prates<> prate4 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
store pp to ppsuml 
,.;elect 3 
replace may with ppsuml 
else 
replace may with apr 
endif 
endif 
if prate6 <> o 
if prate6 <> prates 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
store pp to ppsuml 
select 3 
replace jun with ppsuml 
else 
replace jun with may 
endif 
endif 
if prate?<> o 
if prate?<> prate6 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname'. • and. rate = 







store pp to ppsuml 
select 3 
replace jul with ppsuml 
else 
replace jul with jun 
endif 
endif 
if prates<> o 
if prates<> prate7 
select 1 
. ) 
locate for prod.mod= '&pname' .and. rate= prates 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
store pp to ppsuml 
select 3 
replace aug with ppsuml 
else 
replace aug with jul 
endif 
endif 
if prate9 <> o 
if prate9 <> prates 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= prate9 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
store pp to ppsuml 
select 3 
replace sep with ppsuml 
else 
replace sep with aug 
endif 
endif 
if pratelO <> O 
if pratelO <> prate9 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = 1 &pname' .and. rate= pratelO 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
store pp to ppsuml 
select 3 
replace oct with ppsuml 
else 
replace act with sep 
endif 
endif 
if pratell <> o 
if pratell <> pratelO 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= pratell 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
store pp to ppsuml 
select 3 
replace nov with ppsuml 
else 




if prate12 <> o 
if prate12 <> pratell 
select 1 
locate for prodmod = '&pname' .and. rate= prate12 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x' 
store pp to ppsuml 
select 3 
replace dee with ppsuml 
else 
replace dee with nov 
endif 
endif 





note this is half21.prg 
if pratea <> o 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratea .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' .and. rate= 
pratea .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
select 3 
replace octo with ppsum2 
endif 
if prateb <> o 
if prateb <> pratea 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prateb 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prateb .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
select 3 
replace nave with ppsum2 
else 
replace nove with octo 
endif· 
endif 
if pratec <> o 
if pratec <> prateb 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratec 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmdo = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= pratec .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
select 3 
replace dece with ppsum2 
else 
replace dece with nove 
endif 
endif 
if pratel <> o 
if pratel <> pratec 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratel 
.and. trim(newest) = ·~·) .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2 1 
.and. rate= pratel .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
select 3 
replace jan with ppsum2 
else 
replace jan with dece 
endif 
endif 
if prate2 <> o 
if prate2 <> pratel 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for (prodmod = 1 &subl' .and. rate= prate2 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate2 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
select 3 
replace feb with ppsum2 
elee 
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note: this is half 2-2: :• prg 
if- prate3 <> o 
if prate3 <> prate2 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for (prodmod = '&subl' • and. rate = pr·a:te,3 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or •. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' 
.and. rate= prate3 .and. trim(new~st) = 'x') 
select 3 
replace mar with ppsum2 
else 
replace •ar with feb 
endif 
endif 
if prate4 <> o 
if prate4 <> prate3 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for (prodmod = :, &subl' • and. rate = pr·atce-4 . 
. and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate4 .and. trim{·newest) = 'x') 
select 3 
replace apr with ppsum2 
·el.se 
replace apr with mar 
endif 
-~na·if 
i .. £ p1:ate5 <> o 
iif prates <> prate4 
.select 1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for (prodmod = '&subl' . and. rate =· :pJ:·g:t .. e.5 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2 1 
.and. rate= prates .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
select 3 
replace may with ppsum2 
else 
replace may with apr 
endif 
:endif 
if prate6 <> O 
if prate6 <> prates 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for (prodmod = ·, &:s:t1bi. 1 -.:and. :ra.te == p,:rc~rt;.:ee . 
. and. trim (newest) = 'x') • or. (pr·o.dmo:cl = '-&-:sub--2' 
.and. rate= prate6 _.and. trim(newes·tJ = 1 .x·') 
select 3 
replace jun with ppsum2 
else 
replace jun with may 
endif 
endif 
f:f prate7 <> 0-
if prate7 <> prate6 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for (prodmod = '&subl' • and. rate = prate7· 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2 1 
.and. rate = prate? .and. trim(newest) = ·~:l) 
select 3 
replace jul with ppsum2 
else 
replace ju.l with jun 
endif 
·.endif 
,·., if prates<> o 
if prates<> prate7 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for {prodmod = '&subl' • and:. rate = 
.and. trim{newest) = 'x') .or. {prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prates .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
select 3 
replace aug with ppsum2 
else 
replace aug with jul 
endif 
en·dif. 
if prate9 <> o 
if prate9 <> prates 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for {prodmod = 1 &subl' . and. rate = 1;1rat..e9 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2·1 
.and. ,rate = prate9 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
select 3 
replace sep with ppsum2 
else 
replace sep with aug 
endif 
endif 
if pratelO <> o 
if pratelO <> prate9 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for {prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmo.d = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= pratelO .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
select 3 
replace oct with ppsum2 
else 





:·1f pratell <> o 
if pratell <> pratelO 
else 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for (prodmod = '&subl' •. and. rate = 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or.· (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate = pratell .and .• trim(newest) = 'x') 
select 3 
replace nov with ppsum2 
.... 
replace nov with oct 
endif 
endif 
\ ' '7.6 
.• , 
• 
if pratel2 <> o 
if pratel2 <> pratell 
select 1 ·1 
sum pp to ppsum2 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratel2 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' 
.and. rate= pratel2 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
select 3 
replace dee with ppsum2 
else 






note this is half31.prg 
if pratea <> o 
select 1 
• 
sum pp to ppsumJ for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. ra~e = pratea .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' .and. rate= 
pratea .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&subJ' .and. rate~ pratea 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsumJ = ppsumJ + t 
select 3 
replace octo with ppsum3 
endif 
if prateb <> o 
if prateb <> pratea 
select 1 V 
sum pp to ppsumJ for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prateb 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' .and. 
rate= prateb .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= prateb .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsumJ = ppsumJ + t 
select 3 
replace nave with ppsum3 
else 
replace nave with octo 
endif 
endif 
if pratec <> O 
if pratec <> prateb 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsumJ for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratec 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmdo = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= pratec .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= pratec .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum3 = ppsum3 + t 
select 3 
replace dece with ppsum3 
else 
replace dece with nave 
endif 
endif 
if pratel <> o 
if pratel <> pratec 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsumJ for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratel 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= pratel .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= pratel .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum3 = ppsumJ + t 
select 3 
replace jan with ppsum3 
else 
78 
replace jan with dece 
endif 
endif 
if prate2 <> o 
if prate2 <> pratel 
select 1 f 
sum pp to ppsum3 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate2 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate2 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= prate2 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum3 = ppsum3 + t 
select 3 
replace feb with ppsum3 
else 
replace· feb with jan 
endif 
endif 
if prate3 <> o 
if prate3 <> prate2 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum3 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate3 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate3 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= prate3 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum3 = ppsum3 + t 
select 3 
replace mar with ppsum3 
else 




if prate4 <> O 
if prate4 <> prate3 
select 1 
else 
sum pp to ppsum3 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate4 
.and. trim(newest) = •x.') .or. (prodmod = •&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate4 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= prate4 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum3 = ppsum3 + t 
select 3 
replace apr with ppsum3 






note this is half32.prg 
if prates<> o 
if prates<> prate4 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsumJ for (prodmod = 1 &subl' .and. rate= prates 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' 
.and. rate= prates .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= prates .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum3 = ppsumJ + t 
select 3 
replace may with ppsumJ 
else 
replace may with apr 
endif 
endif 
if prate6 <> o 
if prate6 <> prates 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsumJ for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate6 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate6 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&subJ' .and. rate= prate6 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum3 = ppsums + t 
select 3 
replace jun with ppsum3 
else 
replace jun with may 
endif 
endif 
if prate·1 <> o 
if prate7 <> prate6 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsumJ for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate? 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2 1 
.. and. rate= prate? .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&subJ' .and. rate= prate? .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum3 = ppsum3 + t 
select 3 
replace jul with ppsum3 
else 
replace jul with jun 
endif 
endif 
if prates<> o 
if prates<> prate7 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum3 for {prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prates 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prates .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= prates .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') 
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ppsum3 =·ppsum3 + t 
select 3 
replace aug with ppsum3 
else 
replace aug with jul 
endif 
endif 
if prate9 <> o 
if prate9 <> prates 
select l 
I 
sum pp to ppsum3 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate9 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' 
.and. rate= prate9 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= prate9 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum3 = ppsum3 + t 
select 3 · 
replace sep with ppsum3 
else 
replace sep with aug 
endif 
endif 
if pratelO <> O 
if pratelO <> prate9 
select 1 ~ 
sum pp to ppsum3 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratelO 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' 
.and. rate= pratelO .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= pratelO .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') · 
ppsumJ = ppsum3 + t 
select 3 
replace oct with ppsumJ 
else 
replace oct with sep 
endif 
endif 
if pratell <> o 
if pratell <> pratelO 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum3 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratell 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' 
.and. rate= pratell .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= pratell .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum3 = ppsum3 + t 
select 3 
replace nov with ppsum3 
else 
replace nov with oct 
endif 
endif 
if pratel2 <> o 
if pratel2 <> pratell 
select l 
81 
sum pp to ppsum3 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratel2 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= pratel2 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3 1 .and. rate= pratel2 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum3 = ppsum.3 + t 
select 3 
replace dee with ppsum3 
else 












note this is half41.prg 
if pratea <> o 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = •&subl' .and. rate= pratea .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' .and. rate= 
pratea .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= pratea .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate= pratea 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace octo with ppsum4 
endif 
if prateb <> o 
if prateb <> pratea 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prateb 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prateb .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= prateb .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate 
= prateb .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace nove with ppsum4 
else 
replace nove with octo 
endif 
endif 
if pratec <> o 
if pratec <> prateb 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratec 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmdo = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= pratec .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= pratec .and. 
I ,, 
tr1m(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate 
= pratec .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace dece with ppsum4 
else 
replace dece with nove 
endif 
endif 
if pratel <> o 
if pratel <> pratec 
select 1 
•-' 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = 1 &subl' .and. rate= pratel 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= pratel .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= pratel .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '$sub4' .and. rate 
= pratel .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
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select 3 
replace jan with ppsum4 
else 
replace jan with dace 
endif 
endif 
if prate2 <> o 
if prate2 <> pratel , 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate2 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate2 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&subJ' .and. rate= prate2 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate 
= prate2 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace feb with ppsum4 
else 
replace feb with jan 
endif 
endif 
if prateJ <> o 
if prateJ <> prate2 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate3 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or.(prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prateJ .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = •·&subJ' .and. rate= prateJ .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate 
= prateJ .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace mar with ppsum4 
else 
replace mar with feb 
endif 
endif 
if prate4 <> o 
if prate4 <> prate3 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate4 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') ror. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate4 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= prate4 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate 
= prate4 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace apr with ppsum4 
else 







note this is half42.prg 
if prates~> o 
if prates<> prate4 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prates 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2 1 
.and. rate= prates .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= prates .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate 
=prates.and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace may with ppsum4 
else 
replace may with apr 
endif 
endif 
if prate6 <> o 
if prate6 <> prates 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate6 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate6 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= prate6 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate 
= prate6 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace jun with ppsum4 
else 
replace jun with may 
endif 
endif 
if prate7 <> o 
if prate7 <> prate6 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate7 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate7 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= prate7 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate 
= prate7 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace jul with ppsum4 
else 
replace jul with jun 
endif 
endif 
if prates<> o 
if prates<> prate7 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = •&subl' .and. rate= prates 
.and. trim{newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
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• 
• and. rate• prates .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= prates .and. 
trim(newest) • 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate 
= prates ~and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4· + t 
select 3 
replace aug with ppsum4 
else 






note this is half43.prg 
if prate9 <> o 
if prate9 <> prates 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate9 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' 
.and. rate= prate9 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= prate9 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate 
= prate9 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace sep with ppsum4 
else 
replace sep with aug 
endif 
endif 
if pratelO <> O 
if pratelO <> prate9 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratelO 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' 
.and. rate= pratelO .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= pratelO .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate 
= pratelO .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
~elect 3 
replace oct with ppsum4 
else 
replace oct with sep 
endif 
endif 
if pratell <> o 
if pratell <> pratelO 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = •&subl' .and. rate= pratell 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= pratell .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= pratell .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate 
= pratell .and. trim(newest)~ = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace nov with ppsum4 
else 
replace nov with oct 
endif 
endif 
if prate12 <> o 
if pratel2 <> pratell 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = •&subl' .and. rate= prate12 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
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( 
.and. rate= pratel2 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3 1 .and. rate= pratel2 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 
= pratel2 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace dee with ppsum4 
else 
replace dee with nov 
endif 





note this is half241.prg 
if pratea <> o 
select~l 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratea .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' .and. rate= 
pratea .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3 1 .and. rate= pratea .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate= pratea 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace octo with ppsum4 for cote< ppsum4 
endif 
if prateb <> o 
if prateb <> pratea 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prateb 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' 
.and. rate= prateb .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= prateb .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate 
= prateb .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace nove with ppsum4 for nave< ppsum4 
else 
replace nave with octo 
endif · 
endif 
if pratec <> o 
if pratec <>· prateb 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratec 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmdo = 1 &sub2' 
.and. rate= pratec .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= pratec .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate 
= pratec .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace dece with ppsum4 for dece < ppsum4 
else 
replace dece with nove 
endif 
endif 
if pratel <> o 
if pratel <> pratec 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for {prodmod = •&subl' .and. rate= pratel 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' 
.and. rate= pratel .and. trim{newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= pratel .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '$sub4' .and. rate 
= pratel .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
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select 3 
replace jan with ppsum4 for jan < ppsum4 
else 
replace jan with dece 
endif 
endif 
if prate2 <> o 
if prate2 <> pratel 
select l 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate2 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate2 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= prate2 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate 
= prate2 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace feb with ppsum4 for feb < ppsum4 
else 
replace feb with jan 
endif 
endif 
if prate3 <> o 
if prate3 <> prate2 
select l 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate3 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or.(prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate3 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= prate3 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate 
= prate3 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace mar with ppsum4 for mar< ppsum4 
else 
replace mar with feb 
endif 
endif 
if prate4 <> o 
if prate4 <> prate3 
select l 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = 1 &subl' .and. rate= prate4 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate4 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&subJ' .and. rate= prate4 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate 
= prate4 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace apr with ppsum4 for apr < ppsum4 
else 





note this is half242.prg 
if prates<> o 
if prates<> prate4 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prates 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2 1 
.and. rate= prates .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= prates .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate 
=prates.and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace may with ppsum4 for may< ppsum4 
else 
replace may with apr 
endif 
endif 
if prate6 <> o 
if prate6 <> prates 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate6 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate6 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= prate6 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate 
= prate6 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace jun with ppsum4 for jun< ppsum4 
else 
replace jun with may 
endif 
endif 
if prate7 <> o 
if prate7 <> prate6 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate7 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate? .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= prate7 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate 
= prate? .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace jul with ppsum4 for jul < ppsum4 
else 
replace jul with jun 
endif 
endif 
if prates<> o 
if prates<> prate? 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prates 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
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.and. rate= prates .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3 1 .and. rate= prates .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate 
= prates .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace aug with ppsum4 for aug < pp.s:~um4, 
else 








note this is half243.prg 
if prate9 <> o 
if prate9 <> prates 
select 1 
-
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= prate9 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub2' 
.and. rate= prate9 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= prate9 .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate 
= prate9 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace sep with ppsum4 for sep < ppsum4 
else 
replace sep with aug 
endif 
endif 
if pratelO <> o 
if pratelO <> prate9 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratelO 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' 
.and. rate= pratelO .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = '&sub3' .and. rate= pratelO .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = '&sub4' .and. rate 
= pratelO .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace oct with ppsum4 for oct < ppsum4 
else 
replace oct with sep 
endif 
endif 
if pratell <> o 
if pratell <> pratelO 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratell 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2 1 
.and. rate= pratell .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= pratell .and. 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub4' .and. rate 
= pratell .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t 
select 3 
replace nov with ppsum4 for nov < ppsum4 
else 
replace nov with oct 
endif 
endif 
if pratel2 <> o 
if prate12 <> pratell 
select 1 
sum pp to ppsum4 for (prodmod = '&subl' .and. rate= pratel2 
.and. trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = 1 &sub2' 
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.and. rate= pratel2 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
sum pp tot for (prodmod = 1 &sub3' .and. rate= pratel2 
trim(newest) = 'x') .or. (prodmod = •&sub4' .and. rate 
= pratel2 .and. trim(newest) = 'x') 
ppsum4 = ppsum4 + t • 
select 3 
.and. 
r~place dee with ppsum4 for dee< ppsum4 . - - ..:..-~ ...... .:..,.:.. , .. 
·else 
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NEWEST REVISION# RATE PAYPOINT 
0 90 468.34 
X 1 75 471.68 
X 2 60 475.54 
X 3 120 462.59 
X 4 90 465.98 
0 90 134.97 
X 1 75 137.66 
X 2 60 142.41 
X 0 100 1073.38 
1 90 1075.64 
2 120 1044.86 
X 3 90 1049.34 
X 4 120 1038.75 
X 0 100 155.57 
X 1 90 156.61 
X 0 100 239.74, 
X 1 90 240.19 
X 0 140 577.21 
X 1 90 578.79 
X 2 60 599.74 
X 0 140 127.76 
X 1 60 130.13 
X 0 140 183.19 
X 1 60 204.35 
X 0 75 80.24 
X 1 60 83.38 
X 0 75 103.35 
X 1 60 99.43 
X 0 75 135.80 
X 1 60 152.50 
0 75 106.64 
1 60 116.69 
X 0 260 108.84 
X 0 140 849.28 
X 0 140 188.95 
X 0 10 360.01 
X 0 100 1025.34 
X 1 90 1007.89 
X 2 · 120 999.91 
X 0 100 155.57 
X 1 90 156.61 
X 0 100 227.56 
X 1 90 228.12 
X 0 140 577.21 
X 1 90 578.79 
X 2 60 599.74 
X 0 140 117.52 
X 1 60 123.98 
X 0 140 166.93 
X 1 60 179.98 
X 0 75 100.65 
X 1 60 111.66 
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NEWEST REVISION# RATE PAYPOINT 
X 2 120 154.11 
- - -
:X· 5 110 1043.66 
X 3 110 155.23 
X 2 120 154.11 
X 3 110 1005.97 
X 3 110 155.23 
X 3· 75 598.99 
X 2 75 128.85 
X :2 75 196.45 
X 4 85 587.32 
X ·3 ·85 127.05 
X 3 85 194.88 
X ·3 75 598.99 
X ·2 75 121.55 
X 2 75 173.09 
X 4 85 587.32 
X 3 85 119.56 
:x . 3 85 176.34 
.. 2 120 234.56 X . 
x 3 110 237.76 
X 2 12·0 224.08 
X 3 110 226.88 
X :2·. 1.00 78.77 
X 2. 1·.00• 96.04 
X ·2 100 132.64 
X :2 1:00 101.88 
X ·2 .. l:QQ 97.33 
. . 
X: 1 60·0 9,2.08 
x: 2: 520· 94.63 
X .-3: .3:20. 97.99 
.X 4 1:8'0 111.55 
X .. · l 5·: ,. 360. 0·1 
·9··.7·.·· . . . '. 
The Following Document Lacks 
the Necessary Contrast to 
Provide a High Quality Image. 
-, 
,., 
The Camera has been 
Adjusted to Give the 
Best Possible Image. 
.. 
• I , 
MONTHLY SCHEDULE DATABASE 
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\p macro command 
{goto}a21-
/ppcaoh 
DIRECT LABOR PROJECTION-£ 
Note: based on production schedule 85-10-mb 
10-bc 
a21 .. b40-qr 














sch~{goto}a141 ....... /fcce 
schrv{goto}a161rv/fcce 
SC h_l\.· { g C:)t O} a 181 'v / f CC e 
sch ....... {goto}a201rv/fcce 
SC I-·, rv { g O t O } Ll 1 ·'v / f C C e 
r,_. I ra ,c 
Ll 5 ,... Ll l 9 • .. \/ 1 9 rv / C 
v5rvw19rv/c 
\IC: :'.:\g c::"'v •. , 19 
,·, ... J .. .. C\ ...J ,·, II 
/wcs 
15'v/dqi 
tJ5 •• ag 151\.,o 
v 1 9 .... ag 2()"-·c 
• ag l.9rv { g Ot O} Lt5r._. 
u19 .... u201\.o{esc}{esc}c 
1- 6 . .-.... L '7(l,...... Id q e .f ec C "'· .r ec::.c "'· C u o l ..... -· , - -· .J ... - .J 
' , 1 r, \ ' •-:, (-} ,-.., - '-:i c;- <= ,-;, 6 rv / C 
_.., / II a / 0 \ k - ~ k ....} II • _ _.. .a:.. 
·y1G \/~orvc4c::- cA£'"v/c I d II .'f J!.. - .::., ._J n • ..J '4• (.j 
~19 -r:iorv-he s6A ....... 'c ,.._ • 11 a,:....:. ... ~-...Ja u - / 
aa19 ... aa20rvs8511 .. s86 ....... /c 
b1 ~ t~-rv 1-c::- 1-6rv/ a . :.., • • a j .,::. (J --. . <J ... 1 .. • s cJ c 
-c •I 9 c\_J.,n 
d 1 ° d -. () r~ 1 4 c::- 1 4 6 r.._. I a , 7 a II a .,::. ·- 5 ,.J n II S C 
ae19 .. 11ae201\.,s165 .. 11s166 ....... /c 
af19 .... af201\.os185 ... ~186 ....... /c 
a g 1 Cj' .. .. Et g 2 () I\., ~- 2 () 5 . .. s 2 () 6 r .... I c 






.-, .-, ~- rt C: /I 6 "..- / 
A ~ ... J . .::. t_. r- L, .. ...J II a r "i" ' .. C 
,-'()r.,,. 61:" 66r,_. / 
.. v-J .. ::.. r _...Ja .r-. - C 
lj () rv 8 c::· 8 L 1\.- / 
a W .,::. - f", -...J II a Y- _JC'.) C 
r-, - rv i - I::" 1 - 61\,/ 
a 11\l .,::. (J r- .I. (J \.J II .. r (J C 
i r·, .-._.. () rv 1 .-._.. i= 1 '? 6 1\.- / W .1. 7 ,, a W ..:_ ·- F" . ..: .. ._, u • r ..:_ C 
w19aaW20r._.r-145a .. Y-146rv/c 
W19 .. uW20rvr165u.r-1661\.o/C 
w19 .... w20r...-r185 .... r186 ....... /c 
j c ~~r...- ~-c::- ~-6rv l!J . 1 II a w .. ::. tJ r L () ....} a n r- ..::. (J 
/c 
b71\.ou201\.o/dqe{esc}{esc}c 
v ? () rv S? 7 rv / C I\ .. _ N • ..... 
-
y2(> ....... s4· 7r...- I c 
""" r., C> r...- s 6 7 "·· / 
,:.. ·•- " . C 
aa::'~c),.....s8·7r...- / c 
ab 2<)rvs 1 (>7"' I c 
ac 2()1\.-s 127"' / c 
ad::~(>1\.-s 14 7rv / C 
a e ~~ () r...- s 1 f.:> 7 ,.._. / c 
af 2C>rvs 1871\.o / c 
ag2()-....s2(>7rv / C 
r") () I\, '""I ·7·· r-., / W .. ::. - t"' ..::. , C 









\b macro command 
w20"'r67"'/c 
W2(>"'r-87"' / C 
W2(>~r- 1 (>7"' / C 
w2(>"'r- 127"' / C 
w2<)"'y- 1 4 7 "-' / C 
w2(>"'r- 16 7"-' / C 
W2<)"'r- 187"-' / C 
w2(>"' r- 2(> 7"' 
/c 
b8"'u20"'/dqe{esc}{esc}c 
~·~ 2C)"' s28rv / C 
y2(>rvs48"' / C 
Z 2C)"'s68rv / C 
aa2(>rvs88rv / C 
ab 2(>rvs 1 (>8"' / c 
ac 2(>'vs 1281v / C 
ad 2(>rv~.148"' / C 
ae2C>rvs 168"-· / c 
a f 2(>rvs 188"' / c 
ag 2<)"-·s2(>8"-' / c 
I.a. I ') () l\.r V- ') 8 rv / C l'"Y.a... .. J ..._ • 
~~2<)"-·r 48.-.... / C 
w2<),.vr 68,.v / C 
W2(>"-·r gg·-v / C 
w2(>rvr- 1 (,8"' / C 
w2C>rvr 1281\.- / c 
w2c)l\,r 148r.._. I c 
w2(>1\.,r 168 ....... / c 
w2(>1vr- 188rv / C 
1,a.1 ':) ()....,.. ir '":' () g rv 




b 9rvLl2(>,.v / d q e ·[esc} { ESC} C 
.., ""') () "-' ,- ""') 9 r.._. / C 
, • \ .a:.. .. :::- • .:.. ·-
·y2(>"-'s49'\.· IC 
":r ":' () ,..... -:::: 6 9 "-· /1 C A- .._ .. .~ • 
':,) () ,.._. -:::: 8 9 "-· ' aa ..... _. ·-·· _ 1 c 
at) 2 (> rv S 1 (> 9 "-' / C 
ac 2()' .... ·s 129"-' / c 
ad :::'.C>"-·s 149·-v / c 
ae2<)' ... "s 1. 69"-' / c 
a f 2()rvS 189 ... "' IC 
c\Q 2()rvs2c)9,.,,, I c 
w2(>,.,,,r-29"' IC 
w2(>.....,r 4.9"-· / c 
w2<)'°"'r-69"' IC 
w2<)"-·r 891\J I c 
w2(>rv,,.. l. (>91\.r IC 
w2Cr'""r· l. ~29 ....... I c 
w2(>"'r 149"' I c 
w2(>"'r- l 69"' / C 
w2(>""r.189"-' / c 
w 2 (> "-' r·- 2 <) 9 "" 
le 
b10"'u20"'/dqe{esc}{esc}c 
.. , 'i (") rv c -:r (") "" I C 1·, ...:.. " .:.i, ..... -












\b macro command 
Z 2<)"'s 7(>"' / C 
aa2(>rvs 9C>rv / c 
ab 2<)rvs 11 C:>"' / c 
ac 2(>"'s 13(>"' / c 
ad 2<)'\'s 15(>rv / c 
ae2<)"'s 1 7(>"' / c 
a f 2(>1\.,s 1 9(>rv / c 
ag2C>rvs21 <)"' / c 
w 2 () 1v r- 3 () "" / c 
w2(>"'r-5(>"' / C 
W 2 () I\.· r- 7 () rv / C 
w2(>rvr-9(>rv / C 
w2(>r,...r 11 (>I\.-/ C 
W ? () 1\.- .,.. 1 "-:r () "' / C 
.._ " I ·-• .. 
w2(>rvr- 15(>rv / C 
w2(>/\rr- 1 7(>r,... / C 
W2(>"'r· 1 9()rv / C 
J/-J 2 () r,... f" 2 1 () 'v 
le 
b11"'u20rv/dqe{esc}{esc}c 
\.; ? c·) rv s -=!" 1 "' I r I\..._. .., ._1 I -
y2(>1\.-s.51 rv I c 
Z 2 (> rv S 7 1 rv / C 
a a 2 (, '"·-· s 9 1 'v / c 
ab 2 c) I\.· s 1 1 1 rv I c 
r-:, (\ ·v - 1 -Z 1 rv / a C . .: .. -... :::- --• C 
ad 2(>rv=:.151 rv / C 
ae2'.()"-'s 1 71 "'/ c 
a f 2 <) rv S 1 1~ 1 rv / C 
ag2(>'vs211 "'/ c 
W ,:, (> rv i.- :-=~ 1 rv I r .1 •• " I - • / -
\I-J2()rvf" 71 r.._. j C 
w2(>"-'t-91 "-· / C 
w2(>/\rr- 111 "'/ C 
w2(> r..,f" 131 rv / C 
w2(>"'r- 151 "'/ C 
w2c)"--r 1 71 "'/ c 
w2(> ...... tr 1 91 "'/ C 
W? () "-· v- ") 1 1 "' .._ __ I .a.-
/c 
b12rvu20"'/dqe{esc}{esc}c 
..., ?(>"'s~r·'"' IC I'\ ..... " ._ .a ... 
Y?()"'c: c:-J...,,.,.., IC ..... .. :::> ........ 
r; .. "' 9r;"' / a a ..::. (J s . .::. c 
I ? C> "' <= 1 1 r:, ,..... I aJ ..... _ :::> ... :.. c: 
'"7• (\ I\, C: 1 ":!' '? rv / a C .. :.. ... ..::. . .... • ..:.. C 
~ cl ,., C> "' c: 1 c::- "' I\, I c Ca • .a:.. - .::- . ,.J .a!. 
l'i( '" i '71"\'v / a e .,::. ..> s .,. ..::. c 
a f 2C>"'s l. 921\, / c 
,.... .. "' ,..., .. r ... "' I a g .,::. (J S .. ::. .I. ..::. _ <;: . 
W2()"'r-32"' / C 
w2(>'"t-52"' / C 
w2()"'r-72"' / C 









\b mac:ro command 
w2C>"'r 112"' / c 
w2C:>"'r 132'\, / c 
w2(>"'r 152"' / c 
w2<)"'r 1 72"' / c 




v ? C>"' s-=r -:r I\., I c I \ .,_ • ._I •.-• -
y2(>''-'553r.... / C 
-:r ?C>"' s7 :!: r.... I c A.. ..... - - .. 
a a ?(>"" c:: 9 "":!""" / C 
..... .. ~ ·-· 
ab 2<)""s 11. 3rv / C 
-. () rv j -:r -:r .-.... I a c .,::. _ 5=, . ._:, . ..:, , c 
ad 2 (>"" S 1 5 ~::, rv / C 
ae2<)'\,,s; l 73-" ... I c 
a f 2(>""s 1 93r .... / C 
r:i ()"" c: ....._.. 1 "!!' ·"v I c a g . .:.. - _-:> ..:_ ·-·· 
w2() rvr·· 3 3"" / C 
W ') () r-.., Jr t::" ~ r.._. / C ..._ •• I ._J_ . 
W 2 () ''-' r- ·7 3 .-._. / C 
1 . a r_, () ·v t-· 9 ~ "" / C 
.,-., .a... - -· ' 
W 2 (>"' r- 1 1 3 "' / r 
W r_, () "' v- j ~ ~ ·v / C 
.a- .. I·-·" 
-w2(>,.....r- 153"-' / C 
w2()"-·1.-- 1 73 ... v / C 
w2(>""r- l 93"-' / C 
W ') () "v ,..... ,, 1 "'=!" •"v .a...... I ...... • ... , 
le 
b 1 4 ...... L.t 2 () .-... / d q e { es c } {es c } c 
..., --;, () "' c: ~ 4 "' / C l\..a- .... J ... 
• ...... (-) I"\.• C:' /1 -"v / f L - C:. ...J ·'·t· I C 
-:, '";• () 'v C: 7 LI r._. / C 
... _ ..... - •• :i- t 
a a 2 (, ,...,. =· 9 4""" / c 
a.b2(>r._.S 114 rv / C 
a C 2 (> "v S;. 1. :~ Lj . .-.... / C 
a d 'J (i "v C: 1 c::" /) r'w' / C 
..... -· -'> ~J "t 
,··1 .->"' 1 --, 4 .-.... / a e .i::. •._ ~- . 1 c 
a -f :2 () r-.., s; 1. <;, 4 r-.., I c 
ag :?()' ..... s.2 l 4 ... .., / c 
W ?(>''...-r· ~4.,.._. / C 
···-- - -
W 2C)"' ,.-- ~5 Lf. rv / C 
w2<)-"vr74 ....... /c 
w 2 C> 1\.- r- 9 4 I\,, I c 
w·2(r'"'r 114 .-.., / c 
w2(>"'r l 34· rv I c 
w2<)/\,or 154· rv I c 
w 2 (> " .. r· l 7 4· I\,, I c 
w2(>"'r- l. 94 .-.., / c 
w2c)l\,or 214 rv 
/c 
b15"'u20"'/dqe{esc}{esc}c 
N 2<)"'s35'v / C 
...... " l\.t c:· c::- Iv I y .. ::. (J s \o., \,.J . C: 
..., r•, () l\,o <.- "7 C::- I\, / C 
,:_ .,::. •. ..:> ... J 
-,.., 
11. 




\b macro command 
r., ab 2C>"'s 115"' / c: 
ac 2<)"'s 135"' / c 
ad 2<)"'s 155"' / c 
ae2C>"'s 1 75"' / c 
af 2(>"'s 195'v / C 
ag2()"'s215rv / c 
.... , '? () "'..- "":!° c::- rv / C 
v-., ..... " I ..... • ... N, 
w 2 (> "' r- 5 5 rv I c 
w2C)"'t'" 75rv / C 
w2(>"'r 95"' / c 
w2<)1\.·r 115"' / c 
w2C>"'r· 135"' / c 
w2(>rvt- 1, 551v / C 
w2(>"'r 1 75rv / C 
w2(>rvr t 95"-' / c 
h1?()rv.,.- 1) 1 C"I'\/ 
.,,,,.._ " I .a- ~ 
/c 
b16rvu20"'/dqe·[esc}{escJ·c 
..., ?c-,1vs~61v / C 
'' .._ .... . ... _ 
Y ,.... () rv c:: c:- 6 r.., I c J::. - _::, .... , " 
7 ? (> 1v ~ "7 6 rv / 1 C 
A.. ·'- - _ _, 
aa ?(l"'c:.1...10' '"v / C "- .a... •"• - I 
ab2(>rvE.116r .... / C 
- ? () ,._. 1 -:~ 6 •"v / ciC.,__ S ..... C 
ac.12(>r.., s 156 "-' / c 
.°".'ae?t;rvc:: 176,...,, / C 
<=\ .1... ... -J • I 
af2(),._.s196"'/c 
ag 2c)rvE.21. 6 "-' / c 
W ? () rv I'" ~ .t.., rv / C .,_ .. ·-...., . 
W ? () rv i.- c::- 6 r.., / C .i ... - I-..} , 
w2(>rvt'" 7 6"' / C 
W :~ (> 1v r 9 6 , . ..,, / C 
w2c),.~·r- 11 t":> rv I c 
~:.J 2 () rv f'" l :; 6 rv f C 
w 2 () I\, r- 1 5 6 .'\, / c 
w2(>rvl,.. 1·76 1v / C 
w2(>1\,r- 196 'v / C 
w2(>t\,r 216rv 
I <:::. 
b 17rv r"i""'/d r .., r . .., ~ ULU qe~eSCJ~eSCJC 
..., '?()tvc:: ~7rv / C I .... _ ... • ::)... • 
·y2(>"'s57"' / C 
"" '°' () rv "7 7 I'\, / 
,:_ . .:.. ·- S C 
........ "' 9"7"' I aa . .::.cJ s c 
ab 2(>1\.·s 11 -7r.., I c 
" r"t " Iv j '':I' '7 '\.o / a C .,::. (J S ..... :• C 
ad 2<)'"'s 15"7"' / c 
ae2c)'" s l. ·77·'" / c 
f r'l .. 1\1 197"'/ a .. ::. (J S C· 
a g 2 (>"' S :~ 1 7"' / C 
'"' .. "' ... " "7 "' I W .a::. CJ I'" .. ) C 
w2(>"'r-57"' / c 
w2<)1'vr 7"7"' / c 
w2<)1\'r- 9"lr" I c 
w2(>"'r 1. 1 7"' / c 








... ,, " 
·, 
\\f, ·', • {", 
( 
\b macro command 
w2C>"'r 157"' / c 
w2<)"'r 1 77"' / c · 
w2<)"'r 197"' / c 
w~~<)"'r 21 7"' 
/c 
b18"'u20"'/dqe{esc}{esc}c 
}·{ 2(>rvs38"' / C 
y2(>"-'s58'" / C 
Z 2(>"'s 79rv / C 
,.... .. rv 98"' / aaL.<J s c 
ab 2c)rvs 11 Brv / C 
ac ::c) ....... s 138""' / c 
ad 2(>1\,s l 581\, / c 
~ e ~ () r, .. , C::. j 7 8 "' / 
C\ .a:.. •. -· • I C 
a f 2(>"'-·s 1 99rv / C 
·-:r (> "' '? 1 8 ""' / a g .. :.. .. S ..:.. , C 
I.a.I':.\() I\, V- :·~ 8 r.,_. / C 
~.a- - I - - -
W --:-:, Cl rv i:::; 8 rv / ...... -· r ..... . C 
W2(>r-vr-78"'-' / C 
w2(>"vr 98'" / C 
r::, (1 ·"v 1 j 8 rv I W ..... _. r . . C 
W 2 () '\.· t- l :3 8 rv / C 
w2()"vr 158"v / C 
w2()'"r 1 7grv I c 
W:7:'.(> ........ r 198"v / C 




r t; 8j"-f"C M~t-..11-HLV" \. g a o J <::t. • .... ..•• } , · , L , ·.i 1 v 
r · t -, 1 (l 1 ........ r:, .. ,.. t,.,1 (- l\ 1 TH L Y" 
.\. g CJ .. c, .,. a . ... . r, I . .J l'-1 - V 
r + - ·, 1 r; 1 .. \.. f··, F"·, M O I\ 1 T H L Y "v 
· ... go ... LJ.1a .. ,::. ·, · ., ... 1 _ 
{goto}a141rvMH MONTHLY"' 
{got.c:)} a.16 l ,.vl....f.1 171CJNTHi .... 'r',..., 
{goto}a181rvPEMAINT MONTHLY"' 
{goto}a201"'MEMAINT MONTHLY"' 
.r g O t r· "'· - r:, J.... r.,_. 
... . J - .. J .! "" ..: .. \-' 
@round((c6*$s26/$r26),1)rv 
le 













c86"'c8t:> •• q98"' 
{ g O ·t O } C 1 (> 6 r..r 
@round((c6*$s106/$r106),1)rv 
/c 
C: 1 (> 6"' C 1 (> 6 • n q 1 l 81\, 108 
• 
\b m·acro command 
{got.o} c 126"' 
@round((c6*$s126/$r126)~1)"' 
• /c 








c166"'c166 ... q178 1'-' 
{gc)to} c 186"' 
@round((c6*$~186/$r186),1)"' 
le 
e 186 rve 186 ... q 1 9grv 
.r g O ·t O -.. C "'() 6 "' \. . .} ·- ..:.. -
far- OL.ln d ( ( c 6 * $s2<)6 / $r 2(>6) , l ) I\, 
/ c.: 
C ?()6rvc ?()6 qr.'.' 1 grv 
.._. .. ..._ • " n ~'--
r ·t ... -,.9,....,TC-TAL r . ht-. r . ht-. ·\. g e, _ o _,. a .. ) J _ -... ,.- 1 g J' • .... r- 1 g J 
~~ ( ?6 ~8)~/r 
- -- Lt ffi C ... _ " " C ·- . . ·-
-r 9 r .. d ...,.9 -s·r;rv C . .::, - .. ) ,, ., q .. ~. 7 
r t .. , i:::-c;,l\.o-ro·rAL r . ht 1 r . ht -. ·.._ g C• .. 0 ./ a ._; .. .. ·a.. ,.- l g J' ·._ t"' 1 g . J 
~sum(c46 .... c58)"'/c 
t:: 9 rv d a::: r i:::- 9 '"' C ... J .. ....J '-I II II q .... J V 
{goto} a79"'TC1TAl._ {r-i ght} {r-i ght} 
f d · L L. -7 E ) I\, I 
_ s Lt m ( c o ..... .. II c j c 
c-19rvd ·7·-::; • • q-79rv 
r i- .., - 9 9 r...• T ,·, TA L r . h t -. r . h· t -. \. g D ... C1 .. ,· c~ L ... ·\. r- 1 g . · _,· . .._ t"' 1 g J° 
@sum(c86. uC98)"'/c 
C 9'=trvd 99 n II q 99r . .,. 
{goto}a119"'TOTAL{r-ight}{right} 
'~ 5- l.l rn ( c l () 6 • .. c 1 1 8 ) rv I c 
c:l l'~i'\ldl 19 •• q119"' 
r .i.. .., ·- 1 -:•· 9 rv T C .. r AL r . h t -. r . h t -. ·a.. g O t. 0 J. cl ._:, I .. 0 \. ,.- 1 g J' ·a.. t"' 1 g .l 
ra ( 1~' 1_,.R."v/ 
·- S lJ m C . ..::. b • • C . ._;, "" ) C 
r l '":!" 9 I\.· d -t -:i· 9 · -t -~ 9 ....... 
_ • ·-·' .,. ..... • .. II c.1 J ..... , 
r _J_ -"t 1t;:;:9r..,.Tr-,l"AI r · ht 'i r · ht-. 0 \, g \.J 1_ (.J .l <:I. ..._I l,.J .... 0 \, ,.- l g . - J' 0 \. J"' 1 g .. -•' 
Id c: i - 'I 4 L - j c::' 8 ) rv ' 
-· ..... Ll ffi \ L. .. a a .. C.. . .J J / C 
j i::.- 9 r..,. j 1 r.:' 9 1 s:::' q .-..,. C."J C .. :, .... q ... J, 
{goto}a179"'TOTAL{right}{right} 
@sum(c166 .. c178)~/c 
" -7c· ''vd 1 79 j "'Jw,...,. c.,. t - .... Cj .. I 
{goto}a199~TOTAL{right}{right} 
@sum(c186 .... cl98)rv/c 
C 1 Cj>9,...,.d l 99 11 • q :l 1..79rv 
r t ., - -. l 9 ~ ·r O "I" AL r . h t -. r . ·h t .. , ·._go· .. C)J' c\.a::. . · ... '\.r 1 g J' ·._r lg·. "J' 
c1 ( -.-l _-."8)"'/ '- s ll m C ~:: (.) c:> n U, (_ • .::. .,. C 




C ?':,\ 11\,od r:)") 1 q ?? 1 'v 
.1.- .i... ., ... .a... a n ''"· .a... 
/wgff 
1 I\,, 109 
I,, 
.. 
\h macro command 
~5 { r i i:::. t-1 t } 6 { r- i 1~ h t } 7 { r i c, h t. } 
.. .. .. 
8 r ...- .; ·- I- +- ··, 0 •" 1·- 1· - 1-1 i·· i ·l· ('i " ,- ~ ,- 11 -1- "*· 
.J \. t J. l_lf I , .. ..;' i \. ' . 1 • ..) I ·- .;' . ..· \. . .1. ...J ~- J 
.. .. .. 
·t 1 (' 1 - 1-- t· "•. 1 ,..._.. ,..._. 
. \. f" .,. 1-.•J I I _ .; . ..;.. 
/ ,;i r· i:_~; t b ;-~ 
,.., ,. .. 4 
.. .·' .. ' ... c .. ..i--•··· a 
, •.• , '°"i !.] r . ., -
'-·q ,. . .... • .••I " ..... ..,_ -· 
r- -:; c:, 
.._. .... 1 .: 12 a f.J :::: '~.) r,., 0 t. f 
Cl[: r- r:-· r- 1 I ]" F E 1-....1 E- '"' j -r 1-1'• ·1.i .,' .,., - •. I'• ••••••l"fl- •• \ .... : .. ,, 
r-1 o 1\J ·r 1··1 ···~ t \/ 
(-·.J C 1. 1 ILJ t 1 E" E-· -- " r ,-- -1 "'. 'I .; ·- j..,; • • •. -, ... / . .·' :• ,. .. 
! , ' • - ' \ · ... .4 ., \. • - ==· 
.. , ,- .•- 1·- ·- r·· ~-. . -. .: "1 
!..,.. -- : ...I ,:;;\ l-•_l I i '-i 
I f - 1r• -· +· J... · I I • I t ' • I •. 
' -:J ·-.; , ...... · , \ 
·, - q 
... - . . . .. A.. 
.- ... ·- ..... u 
-··-, ...... 'l 'v ,.., .. .· ·- :::,,. u ·-.: .a.- .&... •.:.-"\ 
C •• t:; C.:, ,·'J i:::-.J C) '"·~· , ... , t +· 
···'--'""'-' •· '-" 
, •. , 1-- I • • ., ,... " f'\ . .,r "Jl 11· F-·r-ME. J-1-
I • '--• ._, •••• • J. ·. · .... J , I 
l .... -1 c··, , ..... , -r f-·! .. \, t '- 1 I •••• , • I 'f 
F::- Mr~ ~ ... ' I l 1'·.,1 1r··'. E· i:::.= .-..... r., ·._ ., Ii..,, 1~- ·•• -'· .... ,.., 
- I " I (j'\ r., - .. -· ... ,-., ,-,. • • .. • q T t : __ · .• .J I -::I. ~ . .: ~ i -
.. . 
.,..- .... 'I 
..... ..t .. ·' ::. . 
···- -'·- .1... " 
. .., {'"' C , .. ,' 
• I ,· " 
.... .,. r- - I 
'"1 ... ·-,• . · .. · ..... 
u l_.,. .· : :....• 
- -· -
• ! I . ~ •• :.:_, L. ~ -' 
:- -.-.• .I' .-••• ·., ••• , ·"": i ,-, , ........ t f l ' I •• • ·--· I I .• 
'-- el.. .1, • h ll "••~ .a..,. .&. I uJ 
. . . 
. ' 
~-. 
•.: .·• r,-1 E· r-·1 r.:-j T ~-.1 T I - . J I I .J. , { • r· r- .... I· 1 I r- E r i r ·· 4 1-1 .. , • i,- f.l ' -·r' -· ·" r" ,., . • ...... _._.~\...· I·. '·--· I .,....r .. ,... lE--r.,. ····rJ~ .J 1--'' !-,: I I '." I : I . ! I '· .... ,- ··-:· : ,.L.J\.. - .J. __ , .. 
r-.-1 1, !\ 1 ·r r .. .; .. '-.. 1- \ , 
I I ...... I •l ' ; : \ .. -:, 
~:~ I ! :-, , .... . :::i '"'i !··; r .... 1"1 
,._ - , .... J I ,.. , J... I ••1 
l - lo"'' .- +· t. •• ·.' / 1:-J I '-;,I :, .. U , ·. 
i"- .... _, ·--:, ii f'"l --~-:-, ...... ': [.1 -'\, :,":> 
..,_ .t ... .t... H IP .... J J..- .I... •t •.~;:\ 
C •• t? c:::, •• • _. a 
•i •I r=) 
-·· ••. .I. .. .. .. ... , ·1 ·1 ,::~· .'\, {' .. L.1 ••. • .- ... _ 
c: 1 :~::9 .. " q 1 :39"vj 
i- ... •· ... , ,-- / '-:.' · " n . · · 1 ·-y ,.., ·1 ......... - t f 
·-· .~ .- .- .. " -l . . . . . .. J 
.. , .. <:· 
...... u 
'
···, -r· i:--, F··, v. ·L C"· 
.. \ i 11 I '\ •• ll .r,;r, •• •• ::, !-, • i . . ..... ·•· r- ·. . i-·,E--·,1 I 1· r .. ,E ... M.-·t·Jl" / ·, •- \.:,l -· .1. I \ ._. I .,.,._ . 
I " "" I,. I ··r·· ! , .. J .,. , I I '-. , ... i • 'J i- \ ·' , .... :'!, i ·-T 
I!<.. I l I ~-,'f r::{ E:· r.;' •°\.· r, \, / '1.-,1- ... f'. ·-I" 
i'"'i . .._) ·-::, LI . .-,.. :,":> 
n ... , ,l.- .1 •• , . •..;;\ 
1 C"' •-c. ··1 ..•• ,: I 1'"" {"' " I. . I I •• ,.., ' '-, ••• J ' ·-· ir- r", (°" /''1 c-1 ·-· ', .. _ ...II '•-l ,I. \... : I •••' •••• s .. l -f l.J ,.. r • ..... \, .. • • it 
l,·11-.. · , ...• •···· .... 1 1 -r F· E ... , ·1 E- r· · 1· 
•• ' , 1 •• , 1··· I · I l .. , - .,. - '' '\ ..... ..., ••• '\ ·- ..... •f ,-·1,·"1 ffH •w r::- .r .... '[ ..... J '\; ;l_ 0 t-· .• , l I I ·- 1 ! J •, •• , ., . \ -- r.... 1. .... •••• JO. ' • • •• ~ r .. .. , .. 
11 (] r .. 1-r t··! r,~ t \/ 
1"1 ~-l t'-~ 1....1 !'\"'I I) E:: F~ ,.,_. Cl \/ { r;:, } s 
ff. ,...., ··· W" ... r" 1... r,... , .. , I , '··.:I I c:t. 1-.J I I ... "' 
1 '" I-'" ... t 1-· '' 
r l:•.~ t ?~-~ •• .J ,\ 
... ,-, ,. .. , 4 C. ..:.:. .,::. II ti r'', .•- 'I 'v ("1 ,• .•' ... • :::, 
.. 4 Joee ...... \H\ 
r-· 1 ,:::;r ,::;; 
.... • : J n n rJ 'L <;> C? ..... , C" ·I·· ·+·: .. . . . .} ·-
r-.' ·r:-, r· "( r-· ,-. -,·· 1· ,. .. !·.' :·v t .. . 1.- ••• , . I .... I I I ' I ... · I i ,. -.. ••• \.. 1. ... ·-.. • + : .. -.J i ' ..... • • • 
F .. I F.=- ("." I I 1· ~-=; I E=- lvj E::- r\ I l" , .... .A ..... . , .. • .. , - .a r-=· F~ C) J E:. C ·r I [! r·~ ''.it >~ 
1"'1 r .. , t-, 1 ··,,·· 1-·1 ....... ·t- y t ... ,I"' , ... 
F.. E" I' I ~ ·1· I J "J" 1· 11 J tv1 I" E ... F. ,.. r ,... ., ··' .. i i\ \ \ •• J •• ,1 ··' {"l \ , ·. .I '·· r" •• • • • •• ..1 ... \ •• ..,. \. : .J :::,. 
l"J (,:':I m ; "' 1-•- •::-, I"'\ I"'\ r.No c, 
, i,;,M .... ~ 1 ,C:;\ ... , 1 ·1 





. , L'· 
.. 
\h mac:l'"o command 
C '? ,., 4 M ,., '? 4 "' a .a:....:.. .. • ..... .a:.. ... 
• 
·c· ..., ..., 1 q ,., ..., 1 "' ,...., ·t f ~ ... • • ~ .a:... \..J .. 
I DL_ TOTAL REQU I REMEl'JT F·ROl.l ECT I ON"'t ~·~ 
MOI\IT'H "'t y 
IDL TOTAL NUMBER~qv{?}s 
i d 1 •;, r a p h '\,, q 
111 
I ~ .. 
' r 1. :j i , 'z ,·, ·• .~ ' 
I 'i I' 





\g macro command 
/ppcaaobc 
al .• bl-mb 
10-f 
Note: based on production schedule 85-10-qr 
c21 •• q40-gpr 
c41 •• q60-gpr 
c61 •• qso-gpr 
cSl .• qlOO-gpr 
cl01 •. ql20-gpr , 
cl21 •• ql40-gpr 
cl41 •• ql60-gpr 
cl61 •. ql80-gpr 
cl81 .. q200-gpr 





DIRECT LABOR PROJECTION 
LI NE;: F'RODMOD OCTO NOVE DECE JAN 
csl mtt-ass () . () . () .. (> • 
cs2 mtt-ass 0 () .. () () 
cs4 mstmLtl -ass (> 118 118 118 
cs4 mtt-·test () .. () () () .. 
cs8 ms t rr, Lt 1 - ass (> 139 139 139 
csB mtt-ass (> () (> () 
ct3 mstmid () 55 55 55 
ct4 mstmtll -test C) '"'7 .a:.. '"'7 .a:.. ,.,7 ..:.. 
ct5 ,nstmLtl -ass (> 139 139 139 
ct6 mstmtll -test () 27 27 27 
ct7 combo () 41 41 41 
ct8 a/b () 56 56 56 
....... Cr..::. rk () 4 4 4 
TOTAL () 6C)6 6(>6 6(>6 










'"'7 ..:.. 27 
139 139 











































•.·.''· (1':_ J 
' ' 1'1/ 
rl\ I 
,:, 
DIRECT LABOR PROJECTION 
LINE F·RODMOD JUN 
cs1 mtt-ass 119 
cs2 mtt-ass 119 
cs4 mstmLtl -ass (> . .. 
cs4 mtt-test 27 
cs8 mstmLtl-ass (> .. 
cs8 ,nt t. -ass 119 
'; 
c:t3 mstmid 67 
ct4 mstmLll -test 27 
ct5 mstmLtl -ass 139 
ct6 mstmLtl -test C) 
ct7 combo ,..,7 ..:.. 
ctB alb ..,. ...... . . .. _ ...... 
,-. 




















. ,,k ' 
AUG SEF' OCT NOV DEC 
119 119 119 119 119 
. 119 119 119 119 119 
(> (") .. . f> .. 0 0 
27 '"'7 ..:.. '"'7 ..:.. '"'7 ..:.. 27 
(> () () () .. () 
119 119 119 119 119 ) 
75 75 75 75 75 
,.,~ ,.,~ I"'\..,. r")-=?" I"\..,. 
..:.. ·-· . .:.. ..... ..::. . ..:, ..:.. ·-· ..::. . ..;, 
118 118 118 118 l. 18 
() () () () (> 
41 ..,. I"'\ ~,., ~,., ..,. ,., .. ..:, .. :.:. .... , ..:.. 
·-·..:.. . ..:, ..:.. 




r; I"\ ,.., ,.., 
. '""' 
.. ::. ..::. ..:.. L ..::. 
6.6'":!" 
·-· 




QC MO~JTHLY .. 
LINE F·F.~ODMDD OCTO NOVE DECE JAN FEB MAR 
cs1 mtt-ass (). () (>. () (). () (). () (). C) ..,.. ..... () .. 
cs2 mt t-c:\SS (). () (). () (). () (). () (). () ..,.. ·-· . () 
cs4 111 s. t m Lt 1 --as (). () 1 • 7 1 • 7 1 • 7 1 • 7 <). (> 
c::s4 ,n t. t --·test C) • () (). () () a () (>. () () .. (> (). () 
csB rr1st111u.l ~as C) • () I"'\ () ..., () ..., () ..., () ..., C) L• ,a;.. • k• La .i:.. • 
cs8 mf t -- ::\ ,. .. c·· () .. () (). () (). () (). (\ (). () () II C) ... ··- .. 
-· \.. .,.J --· 
... 
-f7 mc:tmi rl () .. () '"":\ () ') () ..., () ') () .., () 1_ - -..:• I :::> •• • ..., ,a;.. • ..:.. . ..;.. . -~ .. ...... 
ct·4 ,n ~st fnct 1 ... -t e () .. () ..,. (\ ..,. () 7 () '7 () ..,. () ·-·· .. . ... ._:, . ._:, . ._;1 II ·- ._:, n 
r i- i=: ,n ~; t ,n Lt 1 - as C) II () "":"• () ...... () .,. (> ..., () 2. (> .. k• 
- -· "-' 
..:... u ..... . ..:... . 
c: t t.J m ~5 t rr1 L.t 1 -t.e (). () ..,. j"\ 3 II () 7 '() -:r (\ 7 () . ..:, .. 
·-· 
._:, n .... ._;r II 
-· 
._;r II 
ct7 CCHnbo () .. () l 7 1 7 1 ..,. 1 ..... 1 ..,. •, ". ·-I • ·-I a . 'j • ·-· • ·-=· -
c:: t 8 .3/'b () II () 1 -4. l 4 1 4 1 4 1 • ..., u a • • .,;.. 
- ..... --:-a y-· k () u () 1 ...,. 1 ~ 1 -:r 1 ...,. 1 ..... •, •, .. •-1 ..a:.. . . • ··~' • . -I . . .. _, .. I .. ··-· -
-r o ·r A 1._ (). (\ 17. 7 1 -7 7 17 ·7 l - . .., 2l • 8 
·~· I • ... r' / I t II • ~ 






LINE F·F:ODMOD AF·F: 
csl ,ntt·-·ass 
..,. () .. 
·-· .. 
, ... 
mtt-···as~s ~ () ("" s I ... .,;;. 
·-·. 
cs4 m·s t1,HJ 1 -a.s () .. () 
cs4 n)t t ·--test (). () 
csB m~t.1T1U.l ·-··as 1 • 8 
c: sF3 rr ~- t - c- - () .. .. -\ I ·. - -- ,::\ .:, ~::> ·-· 
t ..... ff1S t IT1 i d ....... () r .. . I 
..:.. " _._ .. -
c:t-4 m'.:::t rr1 1 1 --te -:,' (\ ... .- ... I I -·' . ._;, . ·-· 
rt c=; -1c +· m, 1 l --a·s .-, (; 
-· -~ II -· ·-' ·-· ~-
c:: t t., m,·- ~- ITTLl l ·-te '"":l 8 ::>'-I ' • ..,;.. .n 
-t-i L ' ,=ombo () .. 8 
ct c-, a .. !b () R . \.:) ·-· 
" -· 
··- I'"" ,-_; ,.- k 1 ..,. l-' ...:.. " .... 
-r· o-r AL. '-::• (-., c:· ....... _. . .. ._J 
l\lc) t e: t"' 'A c:;_ 1-::l d ., ....... ., .... nn • .J p rC)(j I.Jr.: t. i Ofl 
,' 
MAY 
-,. () •, 
·-· . 
..... () •. 
··-· .. 
c· ). () 
<) .. () 









.. : .. " 
~ 8 ... : .... 
(·1 8 '"' .. 













JUI\I \J lJL. AUG SEF· 
-:r () '7 () -:r <) ~ () 
... :a .. ·~ -..:• . ._: ... ·-· . .. 
. .,. () ~ (> -,, () ~ () •, .. 
·-• a ·-· . ·-· . ·-• a 
() .. () () .. () C) • () C) • (> 
4 .. 7 4 .. -, 4. -, 4. -, I I I I 
(l 
-· .. 
C) () .. <) (). () (). (> 
..,. () "7 C) .,. C) ..,. C) 
._:, . 
·-· • 
. _;, . ._;, . 
-~ C: --:; C: '"J 8 --:; 8 
~" 
.._J . ..:.- .. ._j ..:.. . ..;.. . 
7 (1 ,..., c:;' ....... c::- r~• c:: 
.;,.:r n .... 
-~. ._J .,;. . ._J .,;.. " ,.J 
·-;\ () 1 7 1 -, 1 7 ..;_ . • I • I • 
1 -i fl () () (', () (). (:1 
•.,• ·n 
·· ... ·~ 
N . ...... ..... 
(-) 8 1 7 1 -:r (). 9 ." .. .. ._:. • -I 
() II 8. ()" lJ. (). 4 (). 4 
() -, () II -, ,-.! , (>. 7 II .. I ·~· II / 
r:··~~ t:" ~··-:, 8 ·r:i 7 1 r:,~, ·; _,:_ .. _.1 II 1. . .' ...:. . ..,,;_ .. .,;_ ,_.;, II ..:.. -4;_ .. i 
GJC MOl'~THL Y 
L .. INE F·F~(J[:iMl1D OCT NOV DEC 
cs1 mt t-·-ass 
... ,. .. .. .,. () -:r () 
. .::, . "(_) •, 
·-· . 
....... 
CS~-' rn t t. -·- a ~~') s ~ () 7 () 7 ( ..... •.,..1 II 
·-=· • 
. ..;, n .J 
cs4 (Ti St (nll l ··-a.s ()" () () 11 () (). () 
C s-<l tn "i" t -··· t e c::. t 4." -.... 4. 11 -, 4. -I ' .... . -· . - - , l 
cs8 , n :::· t n1 Ll l --ac .... -:> f) - u C) (> " II () ·- (). () 
c: sEl m "i- t ···· =i s '":; 7 () -:r () 7 () . 
·- - \.o,. - ·-·. ·-' . ·-'. t -,. 
·n -= +- ;r, t d ') 8 '"J 8 ·"') 8 r· .··, I ·-· ... I I. .,:_ D .&:.. II ..:.. . 
- -
c: t -<l . .. --· t E~ ,..) c::- r-:i i:::- '"'"I C' m :::, t m L.t 1 ..;. . ._J .,.;_ n , ~ .. ._) ,__. 
-ti=- m '::::. t tn u. J. --.~.S ., -1 1 -, 1 7 L .....J ... , I .. I ... u .. 
t' ff,...i"mti 1 --t f.? (l () (·, () () () "" C l ..J I :::; •• ' ...... ··-· 
" 
·.·•• .. .. " 
·.:.· 
-- 4- -.... ('1 ,::;i () a c;· (). 9 ' -- r: mb o 1_ ,_ i L .. JI . ..... ·"' 
c.- t ~::{ 'h () . .q. () .. 4 (). (J. ... I ··-i . u 
• . -- \... I 











• I . 
REFLEX F·f~ I l'JTOUT 
Crasstable shews total rate of each product/line 




cs1 c.-- c::: ':) -··-Jo&... csLJ. cs8 • t· -:r, c.. -... ..;. ct4 ct5 ct6 
·- .... _ -- --
--· - -···-
...... -- ..... ..,_ 
-·--- ----··- - --- -- -· .. - .. -... --.. ---··-
_ . ._ ........ 
F· a/b \ 
F: C Offlt1 C) 
0 rr,strni cl 7 r.::-'-I 
I) rnc:. t ,n1-t l ... -. s (·, i 1 () 1 I""\ --·.-toat .. - . ,• ( ) 
·-· ..., ·-· 
... ...... 
fvl fT1 S 1.'.'. if!Lt]. -t·-~t 1 ':) (l 1 1 (j t::' -~ . ......... 
"' 
·-· 
CJ mt t ·-.ass 14,(> -1 L~ () () 
I) n1 t 1- _ ... +- -- c:: +· 
·-· _t::;_,_ () 
rk .. () 
.l -
l~LL 1 () l •4() 1 it() (·1 1 1 () f·t~ j ,::-.i (') i ,...,(· i 1 () l ·-' J. ... l J. 
-· 






; ,'J :.,· 
. ' 
. f",' 
,• ~ ,·, ' . 
t 7 ctEJ ALL_ C - I 
_' _____ 
-·-·· - .,._. _ ........ ~-· --
...,.. ,..... .. 
'':?" .... , () 
•. . .. ' ) 
..... , ......... ._1.._ .. 
l .. ,<) 6() 
-, c:. .. 
I .....J 
,-, ~ (·1 
.,:_ ... , ... · 
·") -=!" () 
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rj8( 
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